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FOREWORD 

More has been said about the writing of lawyers and judges than of any other group, except, of 

course, poets and novelists. The difference is that while the latter has usually been admired for 

their writing, the public has almost always damned lawyers and judges for theirs. If this state 

of affairs has changed in recent times, it is only in that many lawyers and judges have now 

joined the rest of the world is complaining about the quality of legal prose. My best wishes to 

all these student contributors, for their future endeavours. My best wishes and assurance to the 

readers that this will add a lot to the knowledge after reading this perfect case compilation. It’s 

not just for the legal fraternity but for anyone who has an interest in the field of law.  

By  

Ishita Arora  

  Editorial Coordinator 
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PREFACE 

All India Legal Forum is replenished with information to give students a ready reference to the 

various areas of legal issues and news. All India Legal Forum is a team of more than 400 law 

students across the country to tackle basic problems which a legal researcher faces in day to 

day life, putting forward the basic things needed for researching and drafting.  

The All India Legal forum strives at providing a valuable contribution to contemporary legal 

issues and development. The organization seeks to bring out a platform to provide resourceful 

insights on law-related topics for the ever-growing legal fraternity. All India Legal Forum 

doesn't just publish blogs but also guides the authors. Determination and dedication are 

considered as ultimate requisition to be a good researcher by the All India Legal Forum, it also 

thrives to instill the values.  

The reason behind the smoothed running of All India Legal Forum is the official structure of 

the organization in which different rules are allotted by considering the strengths of the students 

and giving them roles accordingly through various Boards and Committees incorporated in the 

Organisation.  

The Legal Fort Night subdues about the current legal issues and news happening around. It 

consists of the summaries of the Supreme Court and High Court Judgements of the 14 days. 

The Legal Fort Night Team keeps compiling the judgments of the Supreme Court and high 

court regularly. The Legal Fort Night not only compiles the judgments of the Supreme Court 

and High Court, but it also deals with the static law. We’re glad to be a part of the All India 

Forum. 

Here’s an introduction to the team:  

Patron- in-Chief: Aayush Akar  

Editor-in-Chief: Shubhank Suman  

Senior Manager: Suparna Sarkar  

External manager – Pari Agarwal  

Internal Manager - Ishita Arora  

Researchers:  

• Varnit Vashistha   
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• Dikshant  

• Timisha Chauhan  

• Nishant  

• Aishwarya 

• Animesh Dubey  

• Sakshi Hansa 

• Simran Chhabra 

• Simran Chowdhary 

• Vaidehi Patel 

• Bhupesh Bansal 

• Shagun Kashyap 

• Himanshu Raj 

• Abhinandan Patra 

 

Editors  

• Ritu 
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LEGAL ARTICLES 

 

DISPUTES RELATING TO ELECTION PETITION 

 

 

WHAT IS AN ELECTION PETITION?  

In simple words, an Election petition is a procedure for inquiring the validity of the election 

results of Parliamentary or local government elections. Elections are being regulated by the 

Government since 1950, taking in the order regulated by The Representation of People’s Act, 

1950. This Act makes provisions for allocation of seats in the Lok Sabha (House of People) 

and the Legislative Assemblies through direct elections. The Act also provides qualification 

desirable in voters for the elections. It further gives, delimitation of constituencies for both Lok 

Sabha and Assembly elections. The delimitation of constituency is not made permissible out 

of state until 2026. It is guided under the rules of The Delimitation Act,2002. The extent of the 

constituencies would be determined by the Delimitation Commission. The President is 

empowered to alter the constituencies after consulting the Election Commission.  

Preparation of the electoral roll is done by the Election Commission of India for elections to 

the Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha, State Legislative Assembly and to the offices of the President and 

Vice President. A person cannot be enrolled for more than one constituency. That is, a member 
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of Legislative Assembly cannot be a member of Rajya Sabha or Lok Sabha at the same time. 

Only Indian citizens have right to vote and those who are under the age of eighteen years and 

persons of unsound mind are not allowed to vote.  

 Election petitions are filed in the High Court of the particular state in which the election was 

conducted.  

Therefore, only the High Courts have the original jurisdiction on deciding on election petitions. 

Such jurisdiction shall be exercised ordinarily by the Single Judge of the High Court and Chief  

Justice shall from time to time assign one or more Judges for that purpose.  

An election petition can be filed by the candidate or the voter who has had contested/enrolled 

for election. Section 100 of the Representation of People Act, 1951 allows a petitioner to put 

his allegations over the election of the candidate. There are certain grounds that can be 

considered like the candidate was involved in unfair or corrupt practices etc.  

  

WHAT ARE THE CONTENTS OF AN ELECTION PETITION?  

An election petition should consist of –  

a) The statement of facts about the petition and to whom does it concern about.  

b) An affidavit containing particulars about the method of corruption practices and their proof 

about the happening of certain illegal corruptive event.  

c) A verification signed by the petitioner.  

d) Form 25 containing along with an affidavit to be attached about the issues pertaining and 

allegations made thereunder.  
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 WHAT CONSTITUTES CORRUPT PRACTICES?  

According to Section 123 of the Representation of People Act, 1951, following are considered 

to be examples of an unfair or corrupt practices:  

a) If the candidate is involved in bribing the other candidates or to the voters.  

b) If such candidate was using threats or undue influence on other voters or used coercive 

means to get selected  

d) If the candidate made an appeal to the people about his election to the voting be contested 

because he belong to particular community, religion, and made distinction of any kind.   

e) If he/she made use of national symbols, national emblem, national flag before election.  

f) If he is involved in defaming other candidates and making fake allegations.  

g) Abetting or attempting to obtain the service of government servants for the furtherance of 

the prospects of elections.   

h) Booth capturing by the candidate at election.  

Every appeal shall lie within a period of thirty days from the date of the order of the High  
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Court. Supreme Court may entertain an appeal after the expiry of the said period of thirty days 

if it is satisfied that the appellant had sufficient cause for not preferring the appeal within the 

time prescribed. 

  

CASE LAWS  

The disputes with regards to election petition occured in many cases as given below.  

1. Disqualification on ground of being insolvent:  

In Thampanoor Ravi vs Charupara Ravi & Ors on 15 September, 1999,  

The appellant was declared elected earlier to the Kerala Legislative Assembly from No. 139, 

Neyyattinkara constituency and an election was held on April 27, 1996. Initially, two election 

petitions were filed - one by a voter of that constituency and another by a defeated candidate 

who had secured the next highest number of votes to the appellant and in his petition a claim 

was also made for the declaration that he was duly elected. In the election petition filed by the 

voter the election of the appellant was challenged on the ground that he was disqualified for 

being chosen as a member of the Legislative Assembly as he was an undischarged insolvent 

within the meaning of Article 191(1)(c) of the Constitution of India, at the time of filing of his 

nomination, at the time of his election and even on the date of the filing of the election petition. 

In the petition filed by the defeated candidate, in addition to the aforesaid ground of 

disqualification of the appellant, he also alleged that the appellant had indulged in corrupt 

practices within the meaning of Section 123 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951. 

However, it was found that the appellant was not an undischarged insolvent and thus the suit 

was dismissed.  

 

2. Disqualification on ground of conviction in criminal act:  

In Mr.Ashok Anand vs The Secretary, 

The petitioner was charged of criminal act. The petitioner urged to restore the petitioner's 

Membership of the Puducherry Legislative Assembly with all privileges, perquisites, salary, 

continuity of service as member of The Puducherry Assembly  
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Constituency till his period of Election with all service and monetary benefits. The petitioner 

(A2) was convicted and sentenced to undergo one year of rigorous imprisonment of term under 

Section 13(1)(e) read with Section 13(2) of the Prevention of Corruption Act read with Section 

109 IPC and to pay a fine of Rs.1,00,000/-, in default, to undergo rigorous imprisonment for 

three months. But, under Section 8(1)(m) of the Representation of the People Act and Section 

8(1)(m) was inserted by Act 9 of 2003 with effect from 08.01.2003, disqualifies the person to 

contest any election whatsoever.  

Therefore, the court stated that the petition to the High Court during the pendency of the present 

Writ Petition, the petitioner has made a representation on 13.03.2019 to the  

Lieutenant Governor of Puducherry regarding his disqualification pursuant to the petitioner’s 

conviction by the Criminal Court and asking for delaying of the holding of bye-election to No.9 

Thattanchavady Legislative Assembly Constituency. Thereafter, this request was forwarded by 

the Lieutenant Governor of Puducherry to the President of India. The petitioner also filed 

W.P.No.8110 of 2019 before the Madras High Court to prohibit the Election Commission of 

India from notifying the bye-election to the said Constituency. The said Writ Petition was 

dismissed by this Court on 18.03.2019. Therefore, the court rejected the petition to grant the 

relief sought for by the petitioner in this writ petition.  

 

3. Disqualification on ground of insanity:  

In, Bajal Basappa vs Keshava And Ors. on 24 February, 1967,  

It was found that the disqualification of a leper is unconstitutional and that provision of section 

47 of the said Act which disentitles a leper to vote at any election to a Municipal Council was 

to be struck down. We accordingly strike down that portion of the section and quash the order 

passed on September 30, 1964 by the Civil Judge and Election Commissioner in O. P. No. 109 

of 1962. We further issue a writ of mandamus restraining respondents 7 and 8 from enforcing 

the said order. We make no order as to costs.  

 

4. Disqualification on ground of having more than three children; election for the village 

sarpanch.  
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In, Chennavelli Narsimulu vs Molgari Narayan Goud And Others on 1 March, 2016,  

This Election petition was filed by the petitioner alleging that the 1st respondent, who was 

elected as Sarpanch of Muddireddypally village of Balanagar mandal, in the Panchayat 

Election that was held on 27.07.2013 was disqualified to hold the post of Sarpanch on the 

ground that 1st respondent got disqualification under Sec.19(3) of A.P. Panchayat Raj Act, by 

having three children after the notified date 30.05.1994 and to declare the petitioner as elected 

Sarpanch of the village. First respondent was contesting this Election of Panchayat by stating 

that he is having only two children. But as the petitioner could not follow the correct procedure 

given under section 22 i.e. an enquiry to Election Officer.   

 

5. Disqualification on ground of not following due process of law.  

In, Purno Agitok Sangma vs Pranab Mukherjee on 11 December, 2012,  

The petitioner challenged the election petition on ground of being violative of the due process 

of law. Article 329 (b) provides that “no election to either House of Parliament or to the House 

or either House of the Legislature of a State (hereinafter collectively called ‘legislative bodies’) 

shall be called in question except by an election petition presented to such authority and in such 

manner as may be provided for by or under any law made by the appropriate Legislature”.  

Whereas, it was found that the election was held only according to the manner set out in the 

Constitution and thus this petition was dismissed.  

 

6. Disqualification on the ground of having an office of profit.  

Article 191 of the Constitution, which is relevant in this connection, reads :  

"191 : Disqualifications for membership (1) A person shall be disqualified for being chosen as, 

and for being, a member of the Legislative Assembly or Legislative Council of a State-  

(a) if he holds any office of profit under the Government of India or the Government of any 

State specified in the First Schedule, other than an office declared by the Legislature of the  

State by law not to disqualify its holder;  
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In, Kanta Kathuria vs Manak Chand Surana on 16 October, 1969 1970 AIR 694, 1970 SCR (2) 

835,  

It was found that the term “office of profit” does not include a Special Government Pleader 

which exists independently of the holder of the office as laid down under Article 191(a).  

 

7. Disqualification on the ground of defection.  

In, Shri Chandra Sekhar Sinha vs The State Of Tripura & 5 Ors on 21 September, 2020,  

The Apex Court in Kihoto Hollohan also emphasized on the need of maintaining political 

propriety and political morality by preventing defection and held that:  

 “These provisions in the Tenth Schedule give recognition to the role of political parties in the 

political process. A political party goes before the electorate with a particular programme and 

it sets up candidates at the election on the basis of such programme. A person who gets elected 

as a candidate set up by a political party is so elected on the basis of the programme of that 

political party. The provisions of Paragraph 2(1) (a) proceed on the premise that political 

propriety and morality demand that if such a person, after the election, changes his affiliation 

and leaves and political party which had set him up as a candidate at the election, then he should 

give up his Membership of the legislature and go back before the electorate. The same yard 

stick is applied to a person who is elected as an Independent candidate and wishes to join a 

political party after the election.” Thus, the respondent no.6 was held disqualified.  

In, Sau. Chhayatai W/O Nageshwar ... vs Additional Collector, ... on 12 October, 2018  

The Additional Collector, Gadchiroli heard the petitioners and respondent 4 and recorded a 

finding that the petitioners failed to submit a certificate of the Panchayat, along with the 

resolution of the Gram Sabha certifying that they reside in self owned house which has a ‘toilet’ 

which is regularly used or that they reside in rented accommodation which has a toilet which 

is regularly used or that there is no toilet but the public toilet is regularly used.  

Thus, the petition was rejected by the court and the candidate was held disqualified for not 

fulfilling the requirements.  
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MISCELLANEOUS  

1. The candidate’s age must not be less than 25 years for the Legislative Assembly and 30 years 

for the Legislative Council.   

2. The candidate should not be involved practicing any social crimes such as untouchability, 

dowry, or sati.  

3. The candidate must be a citizen of India and must not acquired citizenship of any foreign 

state.  

4. He/she must not have involved in any corrupt practices and dismissed from the government 

service for the same.  

5. He/she must not have been convicted for the offence of bribery.  

6. He/she must not have interest in government contract and must not be a manager or director 

of any corporation in which the government has at least 25% share.  

7. He/she must provide the account of election expenses as may be required before time. 
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ELECTION PETITIONS 

 

ABSTRACT: 

Under Part XV, Article 324 of the Indian Constitution, the Election Commission of India has 

been set up. The commission is a separate, permanent, and independent body whose main aim 

is to ensure that elections are conducted in a free and fair manner in the country. The 

commission has been given the power of superintendence, direction, and control of 4 branches 

of elections. First being elections to parliament, secondly, the state legisla tures, thirdly, the 

office of president of India, and lastly, the office of vice-president of India. However, under 

the 73rd and 74th amendments, panchayats and municipalities were introduced, therefore 

elections of municipalities, Zila Parishad, gram panchayat, panchayat Samiti and other local 

authorities, their elections are conducted by State Election Commission, which is a separate 

body from Election Commission. Since the Election Commission of India is a constitutional 

body, it falls under those institutions which function with autonomy and freedom but is 

subjected to judicial review. Time and again, the practices of the election commission have 

been questioned and people have turned to the judiciary to provide them justice. This article 

deals with the concept of an election petition, where it is filed, who can file the same, and the 

trial of election petitions.  

Keywords: Election petition, Election commission, Representation of People Act, Article 324, 

Trials of an election petition. 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

In Mohinder Sigh Gill V. Chief Election Commissioner, Justice Krishna Iyer held that every 

step from start to finish or the entire process adds up to the election, not just the end of 

culmination. Thus, the succinct expression of the rainbow operation covered by the "election" 

begins with the initial notification and ends with the announcement of the candidate's return. 

There cannot be two views or doubts about the fact that "free and fair elections" are the basic 

assumptions of a free and democratic society. Under the provisions of the Indian Constitution, 

the Election Commission was set up, amenable for overseeing and supervising all electoral 
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procedures in India.  The commission is keeping a check on the conduct of the candidates pre-

election, during the elections, and post-elections, which has to meet the standards set up. All 

disputes related to the election are handled by the election commission. The Supreme Court of 

India has stated that when the promulgated law does not provide or contains sufficient 

provisions to deal with the specific circumstances of the election in progress, the Election 

Commission has the remaining power to take corresponding actions in accordance with the 

Constitution. The role of the Election Commission ends with the announcement of the results, 

that is, once the Returning Officer signs the final result form, that is, Form 20. The election 

petition is a post-election remedy which means that it can be filed only after the declaration of 

the result. It is a remedy available to any voter or a candidate if they believe that there was 

some malpractice involved in the election.  

 

 

ELECTION PETITION:  

The election procedure can be questioned by any voter or authority through a process which is 

called an election petition. An election petition is a procedure for investigating the validity of 

the parliamentary election or local government election results. Under the law, it would mean, 

questioning the sanctity and the validity of a candidate in parliamentary, assembly, or local 

elections. An election petition that challenges any election can be submitted for one or more of 

the following reasons:-  

http://adrindia.org/sites/default/files/FAQ%20on%20What%20is%20an%20election%20petition_English.pdf
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• On the date of the election, a returned candidate, that is, a candidate who has been declared 

elected, was not qualified to fill the seat; 

• Some corrupt practice was committed by the returned candidate or his election agent or by any 

other person with the consent of the returned candidate or his election agent; 

• Improper acceptance of any nomination; 

• Any improper rejection, reception, or refusal of any vote or the reception of any vote which is 

void; and 

• Any non-compliance with the provisions of the constitution or the Representation of People 

Act. 

If any of the above mention cases turns out to be true, the High Court where the petition is 

submitted declares the candidature of the candidate to be void under Section 100 of the 

Representation of People Act, 1951. A petition can be submitted by any candidate or elector 

within 45 days of the declaration of the result of the election.  

An election petition is submitted to the high court of the particular state where the election was 

organized. Therefore, only the High Court has the original jurisdiction to decide on election 

applications. This jurisdiction is usually exercised by a single judge of the High Court. The 

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court appoints one or more judges for this purpose from time to 

time. An election petition can be filed by any candidate or an elector, that is, a person who was 

entitled to vote at the election to which the election petition related, whether he/she has voted 

at such election or not, to the authorized officer of the High Court. Recently in June 2021, West 

Bengal Chief Minister, Mamata Banerjee filed an election petition in the Kolkata High Court, 

she challenged the outcome of the Nandigram constituency election, wherein she had contested 

and lost. Due to the corrupt practices and discrepancies in the vote-counting procedures 

followed by the election officer, she had requested that Suvendhu Adhikari’s candidature be 

declared invalid. There is a limitation bar for filing the election petition, a petition has to be 

filed within a time period of forty-five days from the date of declaration of results. The 

petitioner is also required to deposit a sum of Rs. 2000/= according to the rules of the 

corresponding High Court, however, the fees may vary depending on the individual rules of a 

particular High Court. Like any other official document, an election petition also has certain 

essentials which it must contain, they are as follows:- 

1. A concise statement of material facts relied upon by the petitioner 

https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/assembly-election-result-challenged-calcutta-hc-nandigram-constituency-7365499/
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2. Complete particulars and disclosure of any corrupt conduct allegedly claimed by the petitioner, 

including the names of the parties accused of such corrupt conduct, the date, and location of 

the commission for each conduct in the form of an affidavit. 

3. Schedule or annexure needs to be signed by the petitioner and verified if presented along with 

the petition. 

4. The petition must also be accompanied by an affidavit in the prescriber format to support the 

allegations of such corruption. 

Depending on the relief claimed by the petitioner, under Section 84 of the Representation of 

People Act, the court may declare the result void. Furthermore, the petitioner may also claim 

that he/she himself/herself be duly elected as the winner of the election. Hence, depending o 

the observations and the verdict of the court, it may result in a fresh election or the court 

announcing the new winner. 

 

CASE LAWS:  

Even though there have been numerous cases regarding the election petition, there are two 

major cases that always come to light when the topic of election petition comes up. First being, 

it was a ruling of the Allahabad High Court in the year 1975 that the election of Indira Gandhi 

in the Rae Bareli constituency was canceled on the grounds of corruption. The election petition 

was filed by her rival Raj Narain, who had lost with more than one lakh votes. The High Court 

concluded that Indira Gandhi's election agent, Yashpal Kapur, the District Magistrate of Rae 

Bareli, the Superintendent of Police of Rae Bareli, and the Uttar Pradesh government, 

specifically the Home Secretary had assisted her in the preparation of her election tour, which 

is equivalent to corrupt practice under Article 123(7) of Representation of People Act which in 

turn resulted in her victory being set aside.  

Another case that came into the limelight concerning the election petition was the defeat of 

congress leader CP Joshi in the Rajasthan Assembly election in the year 2008, by just one vote. 

Kalyan Singh Chouhan, Bhartiya Janta Party leader won 62,216 votes. An election petition was 

submitted on the grounds of improper reception of some ballots. The Rajasthan High Court 

after considering all facts concluded the election result to be void. It was found that Kalyan 

Singh’s wife had voted twice and a few other votes were also received improperly. CP Joshi 
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was not declared the winner despite the discrepancies in the election result as that was not 

sought explicitly in the election petition.   

 

BAR TO INTERFERENCE:  

One requisite of the Indian democracy is the power of Judicial Review, therefore, Public 

elections must be and are publicly reviewed by independent courts, which is essential to the 

functioning of democracy. The Constitution provides for judicial procedures to resolve election 

disputes by verifying election-related facts and applying established laws. The Supreme Court 

held in VS. Achutanandan V. PJ Francis that free, fair, fearless, and unbiased elections are the 

basic tenet of democratic politics. To develop, maintain and complete the democratic process, 

a potential law that meets the requirements of society is undoubtedly, most important. The duty 

to adopt a balanced judicial approach in the implementation of franchise-related laws is of 

paramount significance. Before 1996, the election petition was submitted to the Election 

Commission, which would form a member election tribunal, with the rank of district judges, 

and provisionally determine the verdict of the election petition. Article 329 of the constitution 

dealt with the Bar to interference by courts in electoral matters. In Hari Vishnu Kamath V. 

Ahmed Isheque, the Supreme Court held that Article 329(b) only prohibits the “initiation” of 

the procedure, after the procedure is initiated, the election is challenged by any means other 

than an election petition. By submitting an election petition, the requirements of Section 329(b) 

were met. Subsequently, the election court’s decision on the petition was supervised by the 

general law and the high court. Therefore, to avoid dual jurisdiction over election matters, the 

Election Commission recommends that the decision of the election petition be entrusted to the 

High Court instead of the Election Tribunal. Therefore, the Parliament promulgated Article 

80A of the People's Representatives Act of 1951, which stipulated that the "High Court" should 

be the authority to submit election petitions following Article 329(b) of the Constitution. This 

was incorporated by the 1966 amendment, which was the Nineteenth Constitutional 

Amendment. 
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TRIAL OF ELECTION PETITION: 

The trials of the election petition are dealt with under Section 86 of the Representation of 

People Act, 1951. There are various sub-section that deal with the procedure, disqualifications, 

time limit, etc. The petition is dismissed on the very first go if it is found to be violative of 

Section 81 or Section 82 or Section 117 of the Act. After submitting the election petition to the 

High Court, it will be forwarded to the judge or one of the judges designated by the Chief 

Justice as soon as possible to make a judgment on the election petition under sub-section (2) 

of Section 80A. When submitting more than one election application to the High Court for the 

same election, all people will be introduced to the same judge for trial. The judge may decide 

to try them individually or in one or more groups. The High Court may allow the details of any 

corruption alleged in the petition to be modified or expanded in any other way it deems 

appropriate in terms of fees and in any other way it deems necessary to ensure fairness and 

justice and an effective trial of the petition. However, it is not allowed to make any changes to 

the petition to introduce details of corrupt practices not previously accused in the petition. 

Furthermore, in accordance with the judicial interests of the trial, it will continue every day 

until its conclusion, unless the High Court determines that the trial be adjourned to the next day 

for reasons that need to be recorded. The section states that all electoral petitions be judges as 

soon as possible and in the interest of justice whenever possible. The High court is required to 

conclude the trial within six months of the date of filing of a petition. An election petition can 

also be withdrawn, but only by leave of the High Court. If an application is made for 

withdrawal, a notice must be sent to all other applicants to determine the date the application 

will be reviewed and published in the official gazette.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

The preamble of the constitution provides for a constitutional democratic system that would 

guide the fate of Indian citizens. The basic tenet of any democracy is the power of judicial 

review. The Election Commission of India, though an independently functioning body, is not 

free from judicial scrutiny, which was mainly why the trial of election petitions was transferred 

from election tribunals to High Courts. Moreover, the constitutional provisions and the 

Representation of People Act provide for the remedies in case of any malpractice during the 

election procedures, though the available remedy can only be resorted to after the elections, 

https://legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/04_representation%20of%20the%20people%20act%2C%201951.pdf
https://legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/04_representation%20of%20the%20people%20act%2C%201951.pdf
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that is, the post-election remedy. The reason for the same is that Given the important role that 

the legislature must play in a democratic country, holding elections as soon as possible is a top 

priority. All controversial issues and all disputes arising from elections should be postponed 

until the end of the election to avoid undue delay or delay in the electoral process. According 

to the Representation of People Act, the jurisdiction to process election petitions has been 

expressly granted to the High Court. These election petitions are submitted in response to any 

disputes after the election, not during the continuation of the election process. Therefore, the 

High Court has exclusive jurisdiction to hear election applications. 
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ARTICLE 324 – ELECTION COMMISSION 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT  

Elections are the soul of a Democracy and ensuring free and fair elections in the country is the 

role of Election Commission of India. EIC is an independent body and Article 324 of the 

Constitution provides that the power of superintendence, direction, and control of elections to 

parliament, state legislatures, the office of the president of India, and the office of vice-

president of India shall be vested in the election commission. Thus, the Election Commission 

is an all-India body in the sense that it is common to both the Central government and the state 

governments.  

The purpose of writing this article is to study about Election Commission, its powers and 

functions to as to know why it is an important body in our country and how it functions to 

ensure every citizen free and fair elections. 

Keywords – Electoral process, free and fair, superintendence, direction, control  
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INTRODUCTION   

Election –  

An election is a formal group decision-making process by which a population chooses an 

individual or multiple individuals to hold public office. Elections are the central institution of 

democratic representative governments. Why? Because, in a democracy, the authority of the 

government derives solely from the consent of the governed. The principal mechanism for 

translating that consent into governmental authority is the holding of free and fair elections. 

 

What makes an Election democratic? 

• Equal voting rights for all 

• Multiple choices of leaders for the people 

• Parties and candidates should be free to contest elections 

• Elections happen at regular interval 

• Most preferred candidate is elected 

• Election should be conducted in a free & fair manner where people can choose as they wish 

 

Types of Election in India –  

Elections in the Republic of India include elections for: 

• Selection of President and Vice President. 

• Members of the Parliament in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha 

• Members of State Legislative Assemblies also known as Vidhan Sabha 

• Members of State Legislative Councils also known as Vidhan Parishad 

• Members in Panchayati Raj Institutes and Municipalities. 

• By-election is held when a person of a particular constituent dies, resigns, or is disqualified.  

 

Who ensures Democratic Elections –  

Election Commission of India.  
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ELECTION COMMISSION  

Introduction –  

The Election Commission of India (ECI) is a permanent and independent body established by 

the Constitution of India directly and is responsible for monitoring and administering all of 

India's electoral processes. This body is in charge of ensuring that elections are free and fair, 

with no bias. The Election Commission ensures that members' conduct before, during, and after 

elections is in accordance with the law. All election-related disputes are handled by the Election 

Commission. The Election Commission operates under the authority of Constitution per Article 

324, and subsequently enacted Representation of the People Act. The Supreme Court of India 

has ruled that where enacted laws are silent or make insufficient provisions to deal with a given 

situation in the conduct of elections, the Election Commission has residuary powers under the 

Constitution to act as necessary. 

 

History –  

The Election Commission was established in accordance with the Constitution on 25th January 

1950. Now, this day is known as National Voters' Day.  

Jurisdiction –  

Ministry of Law and Justice, Government of India. 

Headquarters –  

New Delhi 

Aim –  

The Indian Election Commission must retain its independence, integrity, and autonomy while 

simultaneously ensuring ease of access, inclusivity, and ethical involvement. It must also 

adhere to the highest professional standards for free, fair, and transparent elections in India in 

order to increase public confidence in electoral democracy and government. 
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Present Composition –  

The ECI consists of a Chief Election Commissioner and two other Election Commissioners. 

When any other election commissioner is so appointed, the chief election commissioner shall 

act as the chairman of the election commission. The multi-member ECI works on the power of 

the majority vote.  

Appointment –  

The appointment of the Chief Election Commissioner and other Election Commissioners shall 

be made by the president. The president may also appoint after consultation with the election 

commission such regional commissioners as he may consider necessary to assist the election 

commission. 

Tenure –  

The Chief Election Commissioner and other election commissioners hold office for 6 years or 

till they attain the age of 65 years, whichever is earlier. They can resign at any time by 

addressing their resignation to the president.  

Salary –  

The Chief Election Commissioner and the two other Election Commissioners have equal 

powers and receive equal salary, allowances and other perquisites, which are similar to those 

of a Judge of the Supreme Court of India. 

Removal –  

The Chief Election Commissioner can be removed from office by President only through a 

process of removal similar to that of a Supreme Court Judge and the Election Commissioner 

or Regional Commissioner can only be removed from office by the Chief Election 

Commissioner. 

Powers and Functions -  

• To Notify the dates and the schedule of the elections and to scrutinise the nomination papers. 

• To prepare and revise electoral rolls and register all the eligible voters. 
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• To determine the areas of the electoral constituencies throughout the territory of India. 

• To grant recognition to the political parties and assign the election symbols to the political 

parties. 

• To act as a Court for settling disputes which are related to granting recognition to the political 

parties and in the allotment of election symbols to these political parties. 

• It issues the Model Code of Conduct in every election for political parties and candidates so 

that the decorum of democracy is maintained. 

• Appointment of officers for inquiring into disputes related to electoral arrangements. 

• Preparing a roster for publicity of the policies of the political parties. 

• Advising the President of India on the matters related to the disqualifications of the members 

of the Parliament. 

• Advising the Governor of a state on the matters related to the disqualifications of the members 

of the state legislature. 

• Cancelling of polls in cases of rigging, booth capturing, or any other irregularity. 

• Requesting the President of India or the Governor of a State for commandeering the staff for 

conducting the elections. 

• Supervising the machinery of the elections throughout the territory of India and ensuring fair 

and free elections in the country. 

• Advising the President of India on the scenario of President’s rule in the state. 

• Registering the political parties for elections and granting them the status of a national or a 

state political party on the account of their poll performance. 

 

• The commission is empowered with prohibiting dissemination or publication of voting trends 

that seek to influence voters by opinion polls or exit polls. 
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• The commission has appointed IRS officers of the Income Tax Department as Election 

Observers (Expenditure) of all elections and has fixed the legal limits on the amount of money 

which a candidate can spend during election campaigns.  

 

• In an attempt to decriminalise politics, the Election Commission has approached the Supreme 

Court to put a lifetime ban on convicted politicians from contesting elections. 

 

• To appoint tribunals for the decision of doubts and disputes arising out of or in connection with 

election to parliament and State Legislatures. 

 

• The courts cannot intervene in the matters of election according to Article 329 of the 

Constitution; however, the Election can be challenged in the court. 

 

THE LAW: ARTICLE 324 IN THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA 1949 –  

 

324. Superintendence, direction and control of elections to be vested in an Election 

Commission 

 

(1) The superintendence, direction and control of the preparation of the electoral rolls for, and 

the conduct of, all elections to Parliament and to the Legislature of every State and of elections 

to the offices of President and Vice President held under this Constitution shall be vested in a 

Commission (referred to in this Constitution as the Election Commission) 

 

(2) The Election Commission shall consist of the Chief Election Commissioner and such 

number of other Election Commissioners, if any, as the President may from time to time fix and 

the appointment of the Chief Election Commissioner and other Election Commissioners shall, 

subject to the provisions of any law made in that behalf by Parliament, be made by the 

President 
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(3) When any other Election Commissioner is so appointed the Chief Election Commissioner 

shall act as the Chairman of the Election Commission 

 

(4) Before each general election to the House of the People and to the Legislative Assembly of 

each State, and before the first general election and thereafter before each biennial election to 

the Legislative Council of each State having such Council, the President may also appoint after 

consultation with the Election Commission such Regional Commissioners as he may consider 

necessary to assist the Election Commission in the performance of the functions conferred on 

the Commission by clause ( 1 ) 

 

(5) Subject to the provisions of any law made by Parliament, the conditions of service and 

tenure of office of the Election Commissioners and the Regional Commissioners shall be such 

as the President may by rule determine; Provided that the Chief Election Commissioner shall 

not be removed from his office except in like manner and on the like grounds as a Judge of the 

Supreme Court and the conditions of service of the Chief Election Commissioner shall not be 

varied to his disadvantage after his appointment: Provided further that any other Election 

Commissioner or a Regional Commissioner shall not be removed from office except on the 

recommendation of the Chief Election Commissioner 

 

(6) The President, or the Governor of a State, shall, when so requested by th Election 

Commission, make available to the Election Commission or to a Regional Commissioner such 

staff as may be necessary for the discharge of the functions conferred on the Election 

Commission by clause ( 1 ) 

 

CASE LAWS –  

T.N. Seshan v. Union of India (1995)  

It is inherent in a democratic setup that the agency which is entrusted the task of holding 

elections to the legislatures should be fully insulated so that it can function as an independent 
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agency free from external pressures from the party in power or executive of the day. This 

objective is achieved by setting up of an Election Commission, a permanent body under Article 

324(1) of the Constitution. The SC held that the CEC and ECs are equal. The power of the 

CEC related to recommending the removal of the EC has signify the intention of shielding 

them and not to use it against them. CEC is an equal to them. 

This case reflects the idea that any constitutional institution is greater than an individual and it 

is the duty of the office bearers of these institutions to uphold the spirit of the Constitution by 

fulfilling their duties cautiously and harmoniously. 

 

 

Common Cause - A Registered Society v. Union of India and Ors (2015) 

Concerning the election expenses incurred by political parties, it was argued that elections in 

India are fought with money power, and thus the people should be aware of the sources of the 

expenditure incurred by political parties and candidates during the election process. 

The court concluded that election purity is essential to democracy, and that the commission has 

the authority to inquire about the expenditures made by candidates and political parties for this 

reason. “This type of brazen display of black money, by breaching the required provisions of 

law, cannot be condoned in a society where the rule of law prevails.” As a result, the court 

concluded that the commission can make appropriate orders under Art. 324 in order to 

safeguard electoral purity and bring openness to the election process. 

The commission has the authority to issue orders requiring political parties to submit details of 

spending incurred or authorised in connection with the election of their respective candidates 

to the election commission for inspection. “The Constitution has established thorough 

provision under Art. 324 to deal with unanticipated situations, and it functions in areas left 

unfilled by legislation,” the court added. 

 

K. Venkatachalam vs A. Swamickan And Anr (1999) 

The appellant was not listed on the electoral record for a general election Assembly 

constituency. He submitted his candidacy papers on affidavit, pretending to be someone else 

with the same name on the electoral roll. If an electoral petition challenging his election had 

been submitted, it would almost certainly have been dismissed. This, however, was not done. 

An election petition could be submitted within the applicable statute's time limit, which had 

expired in this case. The Supreme Court had to decide whether or not the respondent had any 
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recourse in these circumstances. To refuse a remedy would have meant that a disqualified 

person would continue to remain a member of the legislature. 

When a person is not entitled to be a member of the Assembly, Art 193 imposes a penalty for 

sitting and voting. The Supreme Court ruled that in such a case, the High Court might issue a 

declaration under Article 226 declaring the appellant ineligible to be a member of the 

Assembly. If he is allowed to continue to sit and vote in the Assembly, he is committing a 

constitutional violation. 
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ELECTION COMMISSION 

 

ABSTRACT: 

Election commission of India is a permanent and independent body which was established by 

the Constitution of India to ensure that free and fair elections are being administered. Article 

324 of the constitution provides that the power of superintendence, direction, and control 

elections to parliament, state legislatures, the office of the president of India, and the office of 

vice-president of India shall be vested in the Election Commission. ECI was established in 

1950 and since its establishment 15th October 1989 it functioned as a single member body 

consisting of the Chief Election Commissioner. But on 16the of October two Chief election 

Commissioner were appointed to cope up with increase in work as the age of voting was 

decreased from 21 to 18. Again in October 1993 president appointed two more Chief Election 

Commissioner and since then election commission has been a multi-functioning body. This 

article deals with composition, powers and functions of the Election Commission and to better 

understand these powers and functions the article will be supported with some landmark 

judgements. 

Keywords: superintendence, landmark, administered, independent, permanent 
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INTRODUCTION: 

1. The Election Commission is an independent and permanent body which is established by the 

Constitution of India to ensure free and fair elections in the entire nation. 

2. Article 324 of the Constitution of India provides for the power of superintendence, direction, 

and control of the elections for the parliament, state legislatures, the office of the President of 

India and the office of the Vice-President of India, is vested in the Election Commission’s 

jurisdiction. Hence, the election commission is a body which is common to both the Central 

Government as well as the State Governments. 

3. The election commission is not at all concerned with the elections of panchayats and 

municipalities in the states, for these elections, there is a separate body which is called as the 

State Election Commission. 

4. The Election Commission of India has to maintain its independence, integrity, and autonomy 

and it must also ensure ease of accessibility, inclusiveness, and ethical participation. It must 

also adopt the highest standards of professionalism for free, fair, and transparent elections in 

India to strengthen the trust which the people have in the electoral democracy and governance. 

5. The Election Commission of India has to be an Institution of excellence by intensifying active 

involvement through participation and deepening as well as strengthening the situation of 

Democracy in India. 

 

COMPOSITION: 

As per Article 324, the Constitution of India has made many provisions with respect to the 

composition of the election commission, these are: 

1. The Election commission will consist of the chief election commissioner and any number of 

other election commissioners, if any, as per the President of India’s assent. 

2. The appointments of the chief election commissioner and any other election commissioner will 

be done by the President of India himself. 

3. When another election commissioner is appointed then in such cases, the chief election 

commissioner will have the authority to act as the chairman of the election commission. 
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4. The President of India can also appoint regional commissioners as he deems necessary to assist 

the election commission, this can be done after consulting with the election commission. 

5. The tenure and the conditions of the work to be done by the election commissioners and the 

regional commissioners will be determined by the President of India. 

The chief election commissioner and the two other election commissioners have equal powers 

and they also receive equal salary and allowances, these are similar to those of a Judge of the 

Supreme Court. 

Tenure: They hold the office for a period of 6 years or till they attain the age of 65 years, 

whichever happens first and they can also resign at any time or can be removed before the 

expiry of their tenure. 

 

REMOVAL OF ELECTION COMMISSIONERS: 

1. The chief election commissioner has been provided with the stable tenure and he cannot be 

removed from his office except in the manner and grounds on which a Supreme Court’s Judge 

is removed from his office. He can be removed by the President of India on the basis of a 

resolution passed for such an outcome by both the Houses of the Parliament with a special 

majority (2/3rd of the members present and voting) which is either on the grounds of 

misbehaviour or incapacity to work. 

2. The conditions of the chief election commissioner’s service cannot change to his disadvantage 

after his appointment is done. 

3. Any other commissioner (election commissioner or regional commissioner) cannot be removed 

from his office unless it is done on the recommendations of the chief election commissioner 

himself. 
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POWERS AND FUNCTIONS OF ELECTION COMMISSIONER 

The powers and functions of the Election Commission with respect to the Parliament, the state 

legislature, and the offices of the President and the Vice-President of India, are can be 

categorised into three kinds, these are, 

1. ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS 

The important responsibility of superintendence, direction and control of the conduct of 

elections covers powers, duties and functions of many sorts, these are essentially the 

administrative powers of the election commission of India. Article 324 vests many functions 

in the Commission which may be powers or duties, essentially administrative and even 

judicative or legislative. 

2. ADVISORY POWERS 

The Election Commission of India has been vested with this power in the cases where if a 

person is found to be guilty of any corrupt practices during an election either by a High Court 

in an election petition or by the Supreme Court in an election appeal, the President of India 

decides whether such a person should be disqualified for contesting elections in the future or 

not and, if so, for what time period. Before taking a decision on the occurrence of such a 

scenario, the President of India requests to obtain the opinion of the Election Commission and 

may act according to such opinion as per the situation. 

 

3. QUASI JUDICIAL POWERS 

The Election Commission has another important function to perform under the law. All 

associations or the bodies of citizens calling themselves as political parties and willingly 

wishing to contest the elections under the name and banner of a political party have to get 

themselves registered with the Election Commission. Such a function of registration of political 

parties by the Election Commission has been held by the Supreme Court to be a quasi-judicial 

function of the Election Commission of India. 

 

Hence, the Powers and Functions of the Election Commission include: 

 

1. To Notify the dates and the schedule of the elections and to scrutinise the nomination 

papers. 
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2. To prepare and revise electoral rolls and register all the eligible voters. 

 

3. To determine the areas of the electoral constituencies throughout the territory of India. 

 

4. To grant recognition to the political parties and assign the election symbols to the political 

parties. 

 

5. To act as a Court for settling disputes which are related to granting recognition to the 

political parties and in the allotment of election symbols to these political parties. 

 

6. Determining the code of conduct to be followed by the parties and the candidates at the 

time of the elections. 

 

7. Appointment of officers for inquiring into disputes related to electoral arrangements. 

 

8. Preparing a roster for publicity of the policies of the political parties. 

 

9. Advising the President of India on the matters related to the disqualifications of the 

members of the Parliament. 

 

10. Advising the Governor of a state on the matters related to the disqualifications of the 

members of the state legislature. 

 

11. Cancelling of polls in cases of rigging, booth capturing, or any other irregularity. 

 

12. Requesting the President of India or the Governor of a State for commandeering the staff 

for conducting the elections. 

 

13. Supervising the machinery of the elections throughout the territory of India and ensuring 

fair and free elections in the country. 

 

14. Advising the President of India on the scenario of President’s rule in the state. 
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15. Registering the political parties for elections and granting them the status of a national or a 

state political party on the account of their poll performance. 

 

LANDMARK JUDGEMENTS 

CASE: Brundaban Nayak V Election Commission of India 

FACTS: 

• Brundaban Nayak elected as MLA from Hinjli constituency in Ganjam District. • Later he was 

appointed as minister.  

•  On 18 Aug. 1964, application to governor regarding disqualifications of the member under art. 

191 (1)(e) read with section 7 (b) of Representation of People’s Act, 1951 was challenged. 

• Governor forwarded the application to Election Commissioner under Art. 192 to seek opinion.  

•  EC communicated its opinion to Governor after hearing of the parties. • In the course of the 

communication of opinion by Election Commissioner, appellant moved to Punjab and Haryana 

High Court. Petition was dismissed.  

• So appellant filed SLP in Supreme Court and was granted. 

 ISSUES: 

Issue was raised according to the Constitution of India, Arts. 192(1) and --Who have the 

authority to raise question for the disqualification of sitting member- Whether question has to 

be raised on floor of the Assembly and referred to the Governor by Speaker--Enquiry to be 

held by Governor or Election Commission? 

HELD:  

The opinion was invited. Appellant sought for Adjournment and the other factor was that he 

was absent. The Election Commissioner wanted to hear the appellant on the basis of Article 

192 (2). 

In accordance with the Article 191 (1) (e), read with Section 7 (6) of RPA, 1951, he is so 

disqualified by or under any law made by parliament. Disqualified means disqualified for being 

chosen as and for being a member of either house of parliament or legislative assembly. 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/168418/
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Art. 191 (1) shows post disqualification; Art. 190 (3) proves it. This was further elucidated in 

the case of Election Commission of India v. Saka Venkata Subba Rao3, the judgment was read 

out on the basis of Art. 196 (3) and 192 (1) and post election disqualification was approved of. 

Art. 192 (2) emphasises on the word “shall” and talks of the transfer to the Election 

Commissioner. Decision was taken by the Governor in accordance with Art. 192 (1), that no 

consultation by Council and Minister required. 

Also, it was drawn to notice by the learned Attorney-General to the observations made by the 

Chief Election Commissioner when he rendered his opinion to the Governor on May 30, 1964, 

on a similar question under Art. 192(2) in respect of the alleged disqualification of Mr. Biren 

Mitra, a member of the Orissa Legislative Assembly, "Where, as in the present case", observed 

the Chief Election Commissioner, "the relevant facts are in dispute and can only be ascertained 

after a proper enquiry, the Commission finds itself in the unsatisfactory position of having to 

give a decisive opinion, and the basis of such affidavits and documents as may be produced 

before it by interested parties. The result is, the appeal fails and is dismissed with costs. 

 

CASE:  Babbu Lal Marandi v. The Speaker Jharkhand Vidhan Sabha and Ors. 

FACTS:  

Briefly stated, the   facts   of   the   case   are   that,   the  petitioner   namely,   Babu   Lal   

Marandi   is   Kendriya     Adhyaksh of Jharkhand   Vikas Morcha   (Prajatantrik)   which   is   

a   recognised  political   party   by   the   Election   Commission   of   India.   In   the  Assembly 

Election for the 4th Jharkhand Vidhan Sabha held in the  year, 2014, 8 candidates who had 

contested on the party symbol  of Jharkhand Vikas Morcha (Prajatantrik) were declared elected.  

The   Election Commission of  India vide  letter  dated 24.12.2014  intimated   the   constitution   

of   new   Legislative   Assembly   for   the  State   of   Jharkhand.   The   name   of   8   MLAs   

namely,    

i. Randhir  Kumar   Singh,    

ii. Pradip   Yadav,    

iii. Janki   Prasad   Yadav,  

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/44376039/
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iv. Ganesh Ganjhu,  

v. Amar Kumar Bauri,  

vi. Navin Jaiswal, 

vii. Prakash Ram and  

viii. Alok Kumar Chaurasiya,  

find place in  the   list   appended   to   communication   dated   24.12.2014   as  members of 

Jharkhand Vikas Morcha (Prajatantrik) [JVM(P)]. It is  stated   that   out   of   the   aforesaid   

8   MLAs   of  JVM(P),   6   of   them  defected   from   their   original   political   party   and   

joined   Bhartiya  Janta   Party   (BJP).   The   petitioner   made   a   complaint   on  10.02.2015  

to the Speaker, Jharkhand Vidhan Sabha for taking  action   under   Tenth   Schedule   of   the   

Constitution   of   India.   The  Hon'ble Speakerrespondent no. 1 took cognizance of the matter  

and passed interim order dated 12.02.2015 which has been issued  under   the   signature   of   

the   Joint   Secretary,   Jharkhand   Vidhan  Sabha.   On   24.06.2015,   a   list   of   MLAs   for   

the   4th  Jharkhand  Vidhan Sabha has been issued from the Jharkhand Vidhan Sabha  

Secretariat which contains name of 43 MLAs belonging to BJP and  only 2 MLAs have been 

shown belonging to JVM(P). This appears  to have instigated filing of the present writ petition.  

HELD: 

It was held that the election has to be held only as per the schedule which has been notified by 

the Election Commission and if anybody gets aggrieved by the decision, he is free to challenge 

the same as per the law.  
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NO PERSON TO BE INELIGIBLE FOR INCLUSION IN, OR CLAIM 

TO BE INCLUDED IN A SPECIAL ELECTORAL ROLL ON GROUNDS 

OF RELIGION, RACE, CASTE OR SEX, (ARTICLE 325) 

 

ABSTRACT- 

The constitution of India empowers the Election Commission to take the majority of the 

decisions regarding elections in India. The basic and main objectives of the Constitution seeks 

to give justice to all citizens, regardless of their wealth, caste, religion, or other factors. Article 

325 of the Constitution of India states that No person to be ineligible for inclusion in, or to 

claim to be included in a special, electoral roll on grounds of religion, race, caste or sex. There 

shall be one general electoral roll for every territorial constituency for election to either House 

of Parliament or to the House or either House of the Legislature of a State and no person shall 

be ineligible for inclusion in any such roll or claim to be included in any special electoral roll 

for any such constituency on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex or any of them. Voting 

is a legal privilege conferred to citizens, not a basic right.  Voting is a legal privilege conferred 

to citizens, not a basic right. This article tends to bring the consistency in this matter with the 

help of different judgements made by the Hon’ble Supreme Court.  

Keywords- Electoral roll, Discrimination, Article 325, Voter. 

 

INTRODUCTION-  

The ability of every individual to participate in decision-making that impacts the 

individual's interests forms the basis of the right to participation. Everyone should be able to 

engage in society, to protect their engrossments, and to contribute to the creation of a society 

that also meets their needs and wants. The right to vote and run for office, as well as the 

freedoms of organization and assembly, are the most visible forms of political engagement. 

These rights serve as the foundation for any representative, democratic process and engaged 

civil society, ensuring that government administration are really open to the public.  Other 

freedoms, such as the right to education and freedom of conscience and religion, are 

inextricably intertwined with the right to participate in governance. Participation encompasses 
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more than just the right of voting or the freedom of assembly. It involves the idea that all 

citizens should have a say in how decisions that impact them are made. Furthermore, 

involvement is at the heart of a human rights-based strategy to eradicating poverty, wherein 

the poor must be seen as the main participants and critical relevant stakeholders.  

The right to elections is made up of the freedom and right to vote, the right and opportunity to 

be chosen, and the freedom of assembly, which includes the right to organise and join 

organisations and groups involved with political and public affairs. The government is 

responsible for ensuring that the election is exercised, and it has the authority to l imit that right 

on specific reasons. The constitution of India empowers the Election Commission to take the 

majority of the decisions regarding elections in India. The basic and main objectives of the 

Constitution seeks to give justice to all citizens, regardless of their wealth, caste, religion, or 

other factors. All disparities must be abolished, according to the Constitution. Every person has 

the same political rights, access to political positions, and vote in government. The Indian 

Constitution aims to provide freedom of opinion, speech, religion, faith, and religion. 

Individual liberty may be defined as the lack of restrictions on one's actions and the provision 

of chances for the development of one's individuality. The Constitution's concept of liberty, or 

fundamental rights, is limited rather than absolute. It also aims to offer Equality, which is 

defined as the lack of special benefits for any segment of society and the availability of 

appropriate opportunity for all people without bias. Article 14 to 18 establishes the right to 

equality, whereas Article 325 and 326 establish political equality and Article 39 establishes 

economic equality.  
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THE VERY ESSENCE OR BASIC OF CONSTITUTION AND WHY IT WAS 

NEEDED- 

One of the important role of constitutions is to offer a moral foundation for substantial, 

nonviolent societal reforms. India is an excellent example of this. The Indian Constitution was 

created to free people from the constraints of ancient social structures and assist in a new era 

of liberty, equality, and justice. As a result, constitutions allows states to accomplish other, 

more essential things by prohibiting them from doing some things. As a result, governmental 

authority intended for the benefit of all citizens can be abused by a few individuals to enrich 

only a few of the state's officials and their cronies.  

Humans have sensed such a need to not just to gather democratic strength but also to restrict 

it, so that it is not wielded arbitrarily, for self-aggrandizement, or against the core benefit of 

the society, since the founding of states. This is the primary purpose for having a Constitution, 

which is more than simply a collection of laws and traditions; it is a set of ground principles 

that serves as a deterrent to the oppressive use of state power to oppress and subjugate others. 

It's essential to remember that humans are imperfect, and that they occasionally lose sight of 

what's really important to them; they succumb to temptations that give them joy now but cause 

them sorrow afterwards. It is fairly uncommon for people to behave rashly in the heat of the 

moment only to regret their decision afterwards. Constitutions prohibit people from falling to 

temporarily trendy whims and fancies by establishing a framework of legislation developed 

over years from communal experience and knowledge, anticipating and redressing the overly 

volatile character of daily politics.  

The protectors of the Constitution of India have guaranteed that unstable fluctuations in 

legislative attitudes caused by fleeting passion or ignorance do not affect the fundamental 

framework of the country's constitution. 

 

NO GROUND FOR DISCRIMINATION-  

India being a secular, democratic, and republican country has put in place all of the essential 

safeguards to protect the interests of all sectors of the people. Article 325 of the Constitution 

of India states that No person to be ineligible for inclusion in, or to claim to be included in a 

special, electoral roll on grounds of religion, race, caste or sex. There shall be one general 
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electoral roll for every territorial constituency for election to either House of Parliament or to 

the House or either House of the Legislature of a State and no person shall be ineligible for 

inclusion in any such roll or claim to be included in any special electoral roll for any such 

constituency on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex or any of them.  

The Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case of R.C. Poudyal v. Union of India observed that the 

importance of Article 325 in preserving the constitution's secular character cannot be 

overstated. Any violation of the abovementioned article will undoubtedly have a negative 

influence on the Republic's secular character, which is one of the constitution's core 

characteristics. Every Indian citizen is aware of the right to vote, which is both easy and 

difficult. However, many folks are unaware of the underlying valuation it possesses. In our 

nation, nearly everyone, regardless of religion, gender, education, etc. has the right to vote at 

the age of eighteen. Every citizen of India who is of sound mind has the right to vote. It assists 

them in selecting future leaders who will assist to the country's growth. It contributes to the 

improvement of India. In a nutshell, voting is a procedure that gives individuals the ability to 

pick their preferred government. It makes the country's governing system operate in this way. 

People can elect their representatives in government through voting. In the case of PUCL v. 

Union of India, the Supreme Court observed that the election is a process that, in the end, 

expresses the people's will. The goal of the election system should be to provide people the 

freedom to make their own decisions. The strength of democracy is ultimately explained by 

voter engagement. Less voter engagement signals a gradual but definitive rejection of 

democracy, whereas more voter participation is beneficial for democracy. 
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Article 15 of the Indian Constitution ensures that all citizens of India are treated equally in the 

eyes of the law. The concerned article forbids discrimination in the Indian state based on caste, 

religion, sex, race, or place of birth. This article enumerates the essential rights that India's 

constitution provides to all citizens without discrimination. Individual rights such as equality 

before the law, freedom of speech and expression, religious and cultural freedom, freedom of 

peaceful assembly, freedom to practise any religion, and the right to seek constitutional 

remedies related to the protection of civil rights are all protected in all of the articles.  

Article 15 (1) and (2) prohibit the nation from discriminating against any person on the basis 

of any one or more factors, including religion, race, caste, sex, birthplace, and others. These 

articles ensure that no one will be denied access to the use of public facilities and services such 

as stores, hotels, restaurants, and others on the basis of the aforementioned reasons. No one in 

India can be refused access to tanks, wells, bathing ghats, highways, or public resorts that were 

built and operated entirely or partially with state funds or that have been set aside for the general 

people's use.  

The Indian constitution seeks to address protective discrimination beginning with article 15(3). 

Article 15(3), for example, allows the state to establish specific arrangements to safeguard the 

interests of women and children. 

Article 15(4) empowers the government to make special measures to promote the interests and 

welfare of society's socially and educationally disadvantaged groups, such as SC and STs.  

Article 15(5) takes it a step further by allowing the country to make reservations about 

admittance to educational institutions, whether privately owned and government-aided or 

unaided. Only minority-run institutions, such as Madarsas, are immune from this restriction.  

And from the above drawn arrangements it is very clear that there is no ground for 

discrimination in any sort of field except when government thinks that discrimination with the 

help of reservations in necessary for the upliftment a particular sect.  
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BASIC RIGHT OF VOTE –  

 

Every Indian citizen is aware of the right to vote, which is both easy and difficult. However, 

many folks are unaware of the underlying value/importance it possesses. In our nation, nearly 

everyone, regardless of religion, gender, education, or reading level, has the right to vote at the 

age of eighteen. As a voter, you have specific rights and benefits that are outlined in the 

Constitution, which protects voter rights. It also specifies the criteria under which citizens are 

awarded this privilege. Voting is a legal privilege conferred to citizens, not a basic right.  The 

method for choosing members of the Lok Sabha and the Legislative Assemblies' on the basis 

of adult suffrage is enshrined in Article 326 of the Indian Constitution. The rights given by 

the democratic government to participate in the conduct of public affairs, including the right to 

vote and run for office, is founded on the people's desire. Lawful elections are thus an essential 

and important component of a human rights-protecting and-promoting environment. The 

privilege to vote and be chosen in legitimate, periodic elections is inextricably related to several 

other human rights, all of which must be respected in order for an election to be relevant. The 

right to be free of discrimination, the right to freedom of thought and speech, the right to 

freedom of association and peaceful assembly, and the right to freedom of movement are all 

prerequisite rights. The right to vote is not unlimited, which implies that some restrictions can 

be placed to limit the outcome. These requirements can be imposed as long as they achieve a 

legitimate goal, are reasonable, and do not obstruct people's ability to freely express their 

opinions when electing legislators. But there are certain things which an individual should 

know about. They are- 
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• WHO ALL CAN VOTE? 

 

Under the Citizenship Act, which provides them protection under the 15th Amendment, all 

citizens, regardless of race, colour, or former state of slavery, have the right to vote. Citizens 

of India are entitled to vote if they meet the following criteria, according to the Election 

Commission of India:  

1. Unless rejected, every citizen who is 18 years old on the qualifying date (January 1 of the year 

in this case) is entitled to enrol. 

2. There can be only one place where you may enrol. 

3. Enrollment is only available at a regular residence. 

4. In case of Overseas Indians, they are presumed to live at the address listed in their passport. 

5. Voters in the military who are normally living at their home address. 

 

In India, those who are eligible to vote can participate either by polling booths or by postal 

ballots. In order to vote in an election, eligible voters must go to the designated polling station. 

They must locate their name on the voter list and help poll workers in marking their attendance 

in order to avoid any fabrication or misuse of their voter identification. Another alternative for 

voting is to use postal ballots. This option is only available to a small group of voters who are 

unable to visit a polling station, such as polling officers, armed personnel stationed at their 

respective stations, those held in preventive custody, and so on. 
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• WHO ALL ARE NOT ELIGIBLE AND GROUNDS FOR DISQUALIFICATION? 

 Citizens who have been deemed unable to vote by the law or who have been banned from 

voting owing to fraudulent behaviour or any criminal act connected to elections are not eligible 

to vote. A person who is not a citizen of India cannot register to vote in India's elections. The 

grounds for disqualification are- 

 

1. If a person is convicted under Sections 125, 135 and 136, he or she will be barred from voting 

in any of the elections. 

 

2. Another reason for exclusion is that if an individual has violated the Indian Penal Code's 

Sections 171E and 171F. 

 

3. Additionally, if a person is determined to be voting in two or more seats, they are removed 

from the electoral roll.  

 

A voter slip from the election commission will be provided whenever a person is entitled to 

vote and has enlisted as a voter. This voter slip validates the citizen's name on the voter list. 

This slip, coupled with a photo ID that the Election Commission recognises, can be used as a 

voter card. If a resident does not get their voter registration card, they can check online or call 

the helpline for information. The Supreme Court in the case of Rajabala v. State of Haryana, 

held that the right to vote and the right to run for office are both constitutional rights. Both 

rights can be directly restricted or reduced by the relevant legislature. Only the right to contest 

can be curtailed indirectly by Parliament by establishing disqualifications for membership in a 

state legislature. 

 

CONCLUSION- 

Democracy is a widely accepted form of governance across the world, thanks to its values of 

liberty, equality, fraternity, and fairness. These ideas have been included into the Constitutions 

of all democratic nations, including India, and efforts have been made to put them into effect. 

Despite the fact that inequalities, disadvantages, and variances exist and are growing as a result 

of successive administrations' unbalanced policies, equality remains the goal and purpose of 

constitutional governance. Article 325's promise of equal ballots free of sectional preferences, 
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Article 14's assurance of equality, Article 15's pledge of non-discrimination, and other clauses 

all assist to keep the Constitution's essence alive. 
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ELECTORAL PROCESS UNDER THE REPRESENTATION OF THE 

PEOPLE ACT, 1950 (SECTION 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) 

 

 

ABSTRACT:- 

An act to provide the allocation of seats in, and the delimitation of constituencies for the 

purpose of election to, the House of the People and the Legislature of States, the qualification 

of voters at such elections, the preparation of electoral rolls. 

As it is known that only after consulting the Election Commission of India, the President of 

India has been given the power to alter orders delimiting constituencies. Seats for Scheduled 

Castes and Scheduled Tribes are reserved in the Lok Sabha. In the states of Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, Nagaland, and Tripura, the ECI has the authority to decide which seats would be 

reserved for Scheduled tribes. 

After each census, the Parliament enacts a Delimitation Act under Article 82 of the 

Constitution. The Central Government establishes a Delimitation Commission upon the Act's 

entry into effect. According to the Delimitation Act, the Delimitation Commission demarcates 

the borders of Parliamentary Constituencies. Under the terms of the Delimitation Act of 2002, 

the current delimitation of seats was done on the basis of the 2001 census results. Despite the 

foregoing, the Indian Constitution was modified in 2002 to prohibit the delimitation of seats 

until the first census after 2026. As a result, the current Constituencies, which were created 

based on the 2001 census, will continue to exist until the first census after 2026. 
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Keywords:- Delimitation, Constituency,  Election, Commission, Electoral, Legislature. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION:- 

Following independence, there was a need for general elections to be held in order to establish 

a truly representative government based on universal adult suffrage. Article 325 of the 

constitution guarantees universal suffrage and states that no one is disqualified for inclusion in, 

or claim to be included in, a special electoral roll because of their religion, ethnicity, caste, or 

gender. As it is known that the conduct of free and fair elections is a prerequisite for democracy. 

To guarantee that elections are conducted in a free, fair, and impartial way, the constitution-

makers included Part XV (Articles.324-329) in the constitution and authorised Parliament to 

pass legislation governing the electoral process. In this regard, the Representation of the People 

Act of 1950 and the Representation of the People Act of 1951 were adopted by Parliament. In 

this short article we will try to cover various provisions of electoral process under the 

Representation of People Act, 1950.  

In the case of Pothula Rama Rao v. Pendyala Venkata Krishna Rao, the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court reiterated the principle that it would be thus clear that, requirement of Rule 14(5) to the 

effect that, at the time of filing of the nomination paper a candidate must submit a copy of the 

voters list of a different constituency applies only when he chooses to be nominated from a 
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constituency where his name does not find place in the voters list and finds place in the voters 

list for another constituency and that if his name is already there in the voters list of the 

constituency from which he wishes to be elected, such requirement would not be applicable 

and it would be enough for him to submit along with nomination paper a copy of the voters list 

of the constituency showing inclusion of his name therein, in respect of which he has filed his 

nomination paper 

REPRESENTATION OF PEOPLE ACT, 1950:- 

o Article 80 and 170 of the constitution of India lays down the maximum number of seats in 

the parliament and in legislative assemblies of state and certain principles to be followed 

in allocating seats in the house of people among the states and in the state legislative 

assemblies, but have left the actual allocation of such seats to be provided by the law. 

o Similarly, Article 171 of the constitution of India lays down the maximum and minimum 

number of seats in the legislative council of a state, and also specify the various methods 

in which the seats shall be filled, but the actual number of seats to be filled by each such 

method has been left to provided by law. 

o Therefore, the Representation of the People Act, 1950 was enacted to provide for the 

allocation of seats in the House of the People and in the Legislative Assemblies and 

Legislative Council of States. 

o The Act also sought to confer on the President the powers to delimit, after consultation with 

the election commission, the various constituencies for the purpose of elections to fill seats 

in the House of the People and in the Legislative Assemblies and Legislative Council of 

States. 

o The Act further provided for the registration of electors for parliamentary constituencies 

and for the assembly and council constituencies, and the qualifications and disqualifications 

for such registration.  

To sum-up, the Act makes the following provisions relating to the elections:- 

 

1. Allocation of seats in the House of the People, the State Legislative Assemblies and the 

State Legislative Councils. 

 

2. Delimitation of Parliamentary, Assembly and Council Constituencies 
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3. Election officers like chief electoral officers, district election officers, electoral registration 

officers and so on. 

 

4. Electoral rolls for Parliamentary, Assembly and Council constituencies. 

 

5. Manner of filling seats in the Council of States to be filled by representation of union 

territories. 

 

6. Local authorities for purposes of election to the State Legislative Councils. 

 

7. Barring the jurisdiction of civil courts. 

 

Following sections of RPA Act, 1950 will help into knowing the electoral process:- 

 

➢ Section 3 ( Allocation of seats in the House of the People):- 

The allocation of seats to the States in the house of the people and the number of seats, if 

any, to be reserved for the Scheduled Castes and for the Scheduled Tribes of each State 

shall be as shown in the First Schedule. In the case of R.C.Poundyal V. Union of India, 

the apex court had given a dissenting point of view by stating two constitutional questions 

which can be considered as a vital importance they are:- 

1. Whether a seat in a State's Legislature, following its total merger in India, may be set 

aside for a representative of a group of religious organisations to be chosen by them. 

 

2. Whether seats may be allotted for a tribe with a population considerably in excess of its 

own? 

In the case of Kuldip Nayar V. Union of India, the apex court had put out a question that 

whether amendment of S.3 of RPA Act, 1950 makes it nugatory? And the court had held 

that it does not since NRI can be still excluded from S.3 of RPA Act, 1950 

➢ Section 4 (Filling of the seats in the house of the people and parliamentary constituencies) :- 

o All seats in the House of People assigned to the states under Section 3 must be filled by people 

elected directly from the states' legislative constituencies. 
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o Each parliamentary constituency listed in the preceding subsection must be a single-member 

constituency. 

o A parliamentary constituency is formed when just one seat is granted to a state under section 

3. 

 

 

o Eg:- Every seat in the Lok Sabha which is assigned to the state under Section 3 is filled by 

individuals elected directly from parliamentary constituencies in the states. Only one member 

will be able to win from the particular constituency even if election is fought by many members. 

This is known as single-member constituency. This helps in giving a representation to the 

voices of the people of that particular constituency. Suppose in Uttar Pradesh, there are 80 Lok 

sabha seats then only those persons will be able to represent who has won from their 

constituency. The north-eastern states like Mizoram, Sikkim, Nagaland and in Union territories 

like Lakshadweep and Andaman and Nicobar islands have only one seat to contest. In the case 

of N.P. Ponnuswami (supra), the Hon'ble Apex Court has held that the right to vote or stand 
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as a candidate for election is not a civil right, but is a creation of statute and special law and 

must be subject to the limitation imposed by it. It has also held that, it is the sole right of the 

legislature to examine and determine all matters relating to the election of its own members 

and if the legislature takes it out of its own hands and places in a special Tribunal and entirely 

new and unknown jurisdiction, that special jurisdiction should be exercised in accordance with 

law, which creates it. 

 

➢ Section 8 (Consolidation of Delimitation Order):- 

 

The election commission shall take into account all orders made by the Delimitation 

Commission and published in the Official Gazette relating to the delimitation of parliamentary 

and assembly constituencies in all States and Union territories, except the states of Arunachal 

Pradesh, Assam, Jharkhand, Manipur, and Nagaland. 

o After making any required modifications to bring the descriptions of the extent of the 

parliamentary and assembly constituencies as set forth in such orders up to date, but without 

changing the extent of any such constituency 

o After taking into account the provisions of the Delimitations of Parliamentary and Assembly 

Constituencies Order, 1976 as made by the President under section 10A of the Delimitation 

Act, 2002 relating to delimitation of parliamentary and assembly constituencies in the states of 

Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur and Nagaland, and the provisions of section 10B of the 

said act relating to delimitation of parliamentary and assembly constituencies in the State of 

Jharkhand. 

o Consolidate all such orders into a single Delimitation of Parliamentary and Assembly 

Constituencies Order, 2008, and transmit authentic copies of that order to the federal 

government and the governments of all states with legislative assemblies. 

The Central government or the administration of a state should, as soon as possible after 

receiving the stated order, for it to be placed before the House of People or, as the case may be, 

the Legislative assembly of the state. 
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➢ Section 8A (Delimitation of Parliamentary and Assembly Constituencies in the States of 

Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Nagaland or Manipur):- 

If the President is satisfied that the situation and the conditions prevailing in the States of 

Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur or Nagaland are conducive for the conduct of delimitation 

exercise, he may be, by order, rescind the deferment order issued under the provisions of 

section 10A of the Delimitation Act, 2002 in relation to that of the State, and provide for the 

conduct of delimitation exercise in the state by the election commission.  

 

➢ Section 9 ( Power of Election Commission to maintain Delimitation order up-to-date):- 

The Election Commission may, by notification published in the Indian Gazette and the Official 

Gazette of the State concerned, change the rules at any time. 

o Correct any printing errors, modify the Delimitation of Parliamentary and Assembly 

Constituencies Order, 2008, or any error originating from an unintentional slip or omission 

thereof.. 

 

➢ Section 10 (Allocation of seats in the Legislative Councils):- 

The third schedule shows the seat distribution in the Legislative Councils of the States that 

have such Councils. 

 

➢ Section 11 (Delimitation of Council constituencies):- 

After the commencement of this Act, the President shall, by order, determine 

o the constituencies into which each state having a legislative council shall be divided for the 

purpose of elections to that council under each of the sub clause (a). (b) and (c) of clause (3) 

of article 171; 

▪ the extent of each constituency; and 

▪ the amount of seats allotted to every constituency 
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➢ Section 12 (Power to alter or amend orders):- 

After consulting the Election Commission, the President may, by order, modify or repeal any 

order made under section 11 from time to time. 

 

➢ Section 13 (Procedure on orders delimiting constituencies):- 

Every order made under Section 11 or Section 12 shall be laid before Parliament as soon as 

may be after it is made, and shall be subject to such modification as Parliament may make on 

a motion made within twenty days from the date on which the order is so laid. 

 

➢ Section 13A (Chief electoral officers):- 

o There shall be for each state a chief electoral officers who shall be such officer of government 

as the election commission may, in consultation with that government, designate or nominate 

during this behalf 

o Subject to the superintendence, direction and control of the committee , the chief electoral 

officer shall supervise the preparation, revision and correction of all electoral rolls within the 

State under the Act. 
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➢ Section 13AA (District election officers):- 

o For each district in a State, the Election Commission shall, in consultation with the Government 

of the State, designate or nominate a district election officer who shall be an officer of 

government. 

o Under the superintendence, direction and control of the chief electoral officer, the district 

election officer shall coordinate and supervise all work in the district or in the area within his 

jurisdiction in reference to the preparation and revision of the electoral rolls for all 

parliamentary, assembly and council constituencies within the district. 

o The district election officer shall also perform such other functions as may be entrusted to him 

by the election commission and the chief electoral officer. 

 

➢ Section 13B (Electoral registration officers):- 

The electoral roll shall be prepared and revised by an electoral registration officer who shall be 

such officer of state or of an area authority because the committee may, in consultation with 

the govt of the State during which the constituency is situated, designate or nominate in this 

behalf. 

 

➢ Section 13C (Assistant electoral registration officers):- 

o The Election Commission may appoint one or more person as assistant electoral registration 

officers to assist any electoral registration officer in the performance of his functions 

o Every assistant electoral registration officer shall, subject to the control of the electoral 

registration officer, be competent to perform all or any of the functions of the electoral 

registration officer. 

 

➢ Section 13CC (Chief electoral officers, district election officers, etc., deemed to get on 

deputation to Election Commission):- 

The officers mentioned during this part and the other officer or staff employed in reference to 

the preparation, revision and correction of the electoral rolls for, and therefore the conduct of, 

all elections shall be deemed to be on deputation to the Election Commission for the period 

during which they are so employed and such officers and staff shall, during that period, be 

subject to the control, superintendence and discipline of the committee .  
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CONCLUSION:- 

At the end, it is clear that the prior act established requirements and disqualifications for elector 

registration in parliamentary, assembly, and council seats and also the act has intended to 

provide the President the authority to delimit several districts for the purpose of elections to fill 

seats in the House of People, the Legislative Assemblies, and the Legislative Council of States, 

after consulting with the election commission. 
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LEGAL UPDATES FROM AUGUST 16 TO AUGUST 30 2021 

 

SONY PICTURES NETWORK MOVES BOMBAY HIGH COURT AFTER BANK 

FILES CRIMINAL DEFAMATION, TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT CASE OVER 

‘SCAM 1992 WEB SERIES’ 

 

 

 

A complaint by Karad Urban Co-operative Bank (KUCB) has led to a First Information Report 

(FIR) being filed against Sony Pictures Network India Pvt Ltd, the company that owns the 

SonyLIV app. The FIR alleges criminal defamation under the Indian Penal Code, as well as 

violations of the Trademarks Act and Information Technology Act. This caused severe harm 

to KUCB's "financial, commercial and social reputation," according to a lawsuit made by 

KUCB against unknown people. In one of the episodes of SonyLIV's "Scam 1992, The Harshad 

Mehta tale," a KUCB trademarked logo was shown in the backdrop. As a result of a complaint, 

the Pune Police issued a FIR for offences punishable under Indian Penal Code Section 500 

(defamation), Trademarks Act Sections 102, 107 (falsely applying trademarks), and 

Information Technology Act sections 43b and 66c. According to Sony, it was just transmitting 
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a series owned by Applause Entertainment Private Limited and produced by that company. 

'The scam: Who won, who lost, who got away' was a film version of the novel of the same 

name. Some claimed that a disclaimer against all liability for televised content appeared at the 

beginning of each programme. Bank of Karaj was said to be an alias for Bank of Karad, and 

their role in the fraud was well known, in the public domain. 
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GUJARAT FREEDOM OF RELIGION (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2021 WILL NOT 

APPLY TO INTER-FAITH MARRIAGES UNLESS THERE IS FORCE, FRAUD, 

ALLUREMENT: GUJARAT HIGH COURT 

 

 

 

The Gujarat High Court passed an interim order directing that provisions of the controversial 

Gujarat Freedom of Religion (Amendment) Act, 2021 will not operate merely because a 

marriage is inter-faith, unless there is something to show there is force, allurement or fraud 

involved. (Jamiat Ulama-E-Hind Gujarat vs. State of Gujarat) 

The interim order was passed by Chief Justice Vikram Nath and Justice Biren Vaishnav in a 

plea challenging the validity of the 2021 amendment to the Gujarat Freedom of Religion Act, 

2003 which prohibited forcible religious conversion by marriage. 

The interim order passed by the Court today stated: 

"We are therefore of the opinion that pending further hearing the rigours of Sections 3, 4, 4A 

to 4C, 5, 6, 6A shall not operate merely because the marriage is solemnised by a person of one 

religion with another without force or by allurement or by fraudulent means and such 

marriages cannot be termed as marriages for the purposes of unlawful conversion. The above 
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interim order is provided only on the lines of the arguments advanced by Mr. Trivedi, learned 

Advocate General and to protect the parties solemnised in marriage interfaith from being 

unnecessarily harassed." 

Following the order dictation, Advocate General Kamal Trivedi urged the Court to clarify that 

the provisions may apply if there is forceful religious conversion. 

Chief Justice Nath responded that this is what the Court has said as well. The Chief Justice 

explained that something basic has to be there to show that there is force or fraud or allurement 

in the inter-faith marriage. Without this, the law in question would not apply. 

The petitioner, Jamiat Ulama-E-Hind Gujarat, has challenged the Amendment Act on three 

broad premises. 

It was submitted that the provisions of the Act are violative of a citizen's fundamental rights 

under Article 25 of the Constitution to profess and propagate their religion. 

It was further argued that the language used in the Act is vague and it encroaches upon the 

precious right to privacy under Article 21, essential to an individual in marriage. 

It was also brought to the Court’s attention that the Act of 2003 only prohibits forcible 

conversions by fraudulent representation or threat. However, the amendment brought under its 

ambit conversion by marriage and vague language such as “allurement of divine blessing.” 

In the course of the hearing, the Court had orally observed earlier that it is up to the married 

couple to decide which religion they would want to follow. 

"Let us clarify, if there is an inter religion marriage without any coercion of fraud or 

allurement, that should not be treated as an offence", the Court had remarked. 
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GOVERNMENT ACCOMMODATION IS NOT MEANT FOR RETIRED 

OFFICIALS: SUPREME COURT 

 

 

 

The Supreme Court has recently set aside the Punjab and Haryana High Court's order to allow 

government accommodation to a retired Intelligence Bureau officer. Onkar Nath Dhar 

(respondent), a Kashmiri migrant who was serving as Intelligence Bureau Officer retired on 

31st October 2006. He requested the Government, to provide him shelter in government 

accommodation for which he would pay a nominal license fee till the situation in Jammu and 

Kashmir normalizes. Eventually a suit under Public Premises (Eviction of Unauthorised 

Occupant) Act was initiated against him. This was challenged by respondent in Faridabad 

District Court wherein the Court rejected the claim by Mr Dhar. The Punjab and Haryana High 

placed its reliance in J. K Koul v State of J& K wherein it was held that it was not possible for 

the respondent to return to his home state considering the prevailing situation and the order for 

eviction should be set aside. The present appeal was heard by the Supreme Court wherein the 

Court held "Right To Shelter under Article 21 of Constitution does not mean Right to 

Government Accommodation". The Court while pronouncing the order observed that 

government accommodation is meant for in-service officers and not for retired officers and 
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such accommodation cannot be given even in compassionate grounds. The court while making 

the observations placed its reliance on the judgement of Lok Prahari (I) v State of Uttar 

Pradesh, Lok Prahari (II) v State of Uttar Pradesh and Union of India v Vijay Mam. 
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MATRIMONIAL SITE DOES NOT GUARANTEE MARRIAGE OR POSITIVE 

RESPONSE: BENGALURU CONSUMER COURT 

 

 

 

A matrimonial portal can only facilitate marriage and it’s not guaranteed, a Bengaluru 

consumer court Told a 35-year-old man who sued online matrimonial service 3 lakh as 

damages to the provider. He had alleged dishonesty and deficiency in service on the portal, 

claiming that it had failed to find a potential match for him after depositing Rs 59,180 as non-

refundable enrolment fee. 

The complainant, who is a resident of Malleswaram, had registered with Elite Marriage 

Services On 17 June 2019 in an attempt to find a possible match. He had paid Rs 59,180 through 

check and was waiting for the profiles of the prospective brides. 
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The interested groom claimed that the portal, which had advertised over one lakh matches for 

its customers, failed to send him profiles despite being a member for almost four months. He 

said that when he approached the office of Elite Matrimony to complain about the matter, a 

female employee misbehaved with him. 

The person approached Bengaluru Rural and Urban First Additional District Consumer 

Disputes Redressal Forum at Shantinagar on October 24, 2019 with a complaint against Elite 

Matrimony Services for refund of his deposit and compensation of Rs 3 lakh for dishonest and 

faulty service. demanded. 

The complainant presented his case himself, while the counsel for the portal claimed that the 

complaint was frivolous, troubling and with malafide intentions. The lawyer for Elite 

Matrimony Services said the man had opted for the package and was provided with profiles of 

14 potential brides, of which he had chosen two. He further added that the agency would not 

be responsible if the match did not happen as it was only their job to facilitate the matter. 

Dismissing the complaint on July 23, 2021, the judges observed that an online matchmaking 

portal cannot assure a positive response at all times and does not guarantee marriage within the 

service provided. Further, the complainant has not denied the claim that out of 14 profiles of 

potential brides sent by the opposite party, two were accepted by him, they said. 
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 [BHIMA KOREGAON] "INCITING VIOLENCE AND DISAFFECTION AGAINST 

GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED BY LAW:" SEVENTEEN PROPOSED CHARGES 

BY NIA AGAINST ACCUSED- 

 

 

 

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) has filed 17 charges against the suspects in the 2018 

Bhima Koregaon incident before a special court. In this case, fifteen of the defendants are in 

judicial custody and five are on the run. Father Stan Swamy, one of the defendants, died in jail. 

According to the accusations, the accused (including Swamy) were active members of a 

prohibited terrorist organisation prior to 2018, as defined by the Unlawful Activities 

(Prevention) Act (UAPA). The accused's purpose, according to the chargesheet, was to "incite 

violence and propagate dissatisfaction with the government constituted by law," to conduct 

conspiracy, and to create chaos in order to jeopardise India's unity, integrity, and sovereignty. 

Some of the charges are as listed-  

1. The accused sought to "wage war on the Indian and Maharashtra governments" 

 

2. The accused plotted to seek and organise an annual supply of M-4 (a sophisticated weapon) 

with 4 lakh rounds, as well as other guns and ammunition, from Nepal and Manipur, for the 

same purpose. 
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3. The accused reportedly intended to terrorise people by employing additional explosives and 

sophisticated weaponry such as the Chinese QLZ 87 Automatic Grenade Launcher and the 

Russian GM-94 Grenade Launcher. 

 

4. That the criminal conspiracy aimed to "bring about the secession of a section of India's 

territory" and "incite persons to bring about such a secession and disturb India's territorial 

integrity" 

 

5. For the conduct of terrorist activities, the accused recruited students from different universities, 

including Jawaharlal Nehru University and Tata Institute of Social Science. 

 

 

The whole Bhima Koregaon case, which resulted in the arrest of 16 suspects and the filing of 

three chargesheets, is based on the First Information Report (FIR) filed on January 8, 2018, 

following the alleged disturbances that occurred after the 'Elgar Parishad' event. The case was 

investigated by the Pune Anti-Terrorist Squad, which submitted the first chargesheet in 

November 2018 against five detained suspects, totaling over 5000 pages. Rona Wilson, Nagpur 

lawyer Surendra Gadling, Nagpur University professor Shoma Sen, former ‘Prime Minister 

Rural Development' fellow Mahesh Raut, and Republican Panthers member Sudhir Dhawale 

were among those detained. In February 2019, a supplemental chargesheet was submitted 

against four defendants: lawyer Sudha Bharadwaj, Telugu poet P Varavara Rao, campaigners 

Arun Ferriera and Vernon Gonsalves. The accused have been charged with offences under 

Sections 120B (conspiracy), 115 (abetment), 121, 121A (Waging war against State), 124A 

(Sedition), 153A (arms in procession), 505(1)(B) (Statements promoting mischief) and 34 

(common intention) of the Indian Penal Code and Sections 13, 16, 17, 18, 18A, 18B, 20 

(Punishment for terrorist activities), 38, 39 and 40 (punishment for being part of terrorist 

organisation) of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA). 
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GUJARAT ANTI-CONVERSION LAW PRIMA FACIE INTERFERES WITH 

MARRIAGE & RIGHT TO CHOICE, INFRINGES ARTICLE 21 : GUJARAT HIGH 

COURT- 

 

The Gujarat High prima facie observed that the law "interferes with the intricacies of marriage, 

including the right to an individual's choice, thereby infringing Article 21 of the Constitution 

of India," while protecting interfaith marriages by consenting adults from the rigours of the 

Gujarat Freedom of Religion(Amendment) Act 2021. The clauses of the statute, widely known 

as the 'love jihad' law, place parties who have lawfully engaged into interfaith marriage "in 

considerable risk," according to a division bench led by Chief Justice Vikram Nath and Justice 

Biren Vaishnav.  

The Gujarat Freedom of Religion Act of 2003, the Court said, was enacted to prohibit 

conversion by force, allurement, or deception. Conversions caused by marriage through 

coercion, allurement, or fraudulent methods are now covered under the Act. The Advocate 

General's view that the Act only applies to conversions following interfaith marriages by 

allurement, coercion, or fraudulent methods "may not be comprehended by the average man," 

the Court stated. The Court also cited the Supreme Court's decision in Shafin Jahan v. Ashokan 

(Hadiya case), which found that the freedom to marry the person of one's choice is a basic right 

under Article 21 of the Constitution.  

The High Court stated that a layperson may interpret the Act as prohibiting all conversions 

resulting from interfaith marriage. Jamiat Ulama-E-Hind and Muhahid Nafees had filed a writ 

https://www.barandbench.com/news/litigation/bhima-koregaon-draft-charges-submitted-nia-special-court
https://www.barandbench.com/news/litigation/bhima-koregaon-draft-charges-submitted-nia-special-court
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suit contesting the provisions of the Gujarat Freedom of Religion (Amendment) Act, 2021, and 

the bench had issued the decision. The legislation was challenged as a violation of Articles 14, 

21 and 25 of the Constitution, since it interfered with personal autonomy, free choice, freedom 

of religion, and illegal discrimination. The following are the provisions addressed by the court's 

interim order: 

• Section 3 of the Act bans forced religious conversion by force, allurement, or fraudulent 

methods; nevertheless, the revised Bill intends to outlaw activities such as coercive religious 

conversion by marriage or assisting a person in getting married. 

 

• Any aggrieved individual, his parents, brother, sister, or any other person connected by blood, 

marriage, or adoption may file a FIR in relation to an alleged unlawful conversion under 

Section 3A. 

 

• Unlawful conversion is punishable under Section 4A by a sentence of 3 to 5 years in jail.  

 

• Marriages formed through illegal conversion are declared null and invalid under Section 4B. 

 

• Organizations that engage in unlawful conversion are prosecuted under Section 4C. 

 

• The accused has the burden of proof under Section 6A. 

In consequence, the Court has decided that these laws do not apply to interfaith marriages based 

on adults' voluntary agreement. 
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RESERVATION CATEGORY PERSON CAN'T CLAIM QUOTA BENEFITS 

SIMULTANEOUSLY IN TWO SUCCESSOR STATES : SUPREME COURT- 

 

The Supreme Court ruled that a person who is eligible to reservation benefits in either the state 

of Bihar or the state of Jharkhand cannot claim such benefits in both successor states at the 

same time. The Court remarked that allowing such a simultaneous claim would violate Articles 

341(1) and 342(1) of the Constitution. Members of the reserved category who are residents of 

the successor state of Bihar and engage in open selection in the state of Jharkhand will be 

considered as migrants and will be able to participate in the general category without claiming 

the advantage of reservation, and vice versa.   

Two appeals were before the Court. In one case, the appellant Pankaj Kumar was refused 

recruitment in the SC quota of the civil service exam in Jharkhand since his permanent address 

evidence indicated that he lived in Patna, Bihar. His case was that he was born and raised in 

regions of the erstwhile state of united Bihar that later became part of Jharkhand. While a single 

court of the High Court granted his request for employment in the SC quota in Jharkhand, the 

state's appeal was dismissed by a division bench.   

The other appeal was filed by those whose appointments as constables in the SC category in 

Jharkhand were cancelled since their caste certificates revealed that they were Bihar residents. 

The appellants contended that they could not be considered migrants from Bihar to Jharkhand 

because they happened to be in the successor state following the united state's partition. The 

appellants argued that there was no reason to exclude them because the President's order 

announcing Scheduled Castes for Jharkhand included their castes as well. The Court noted that 
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Articles 341(1) and Article 342(1) of the Constitution of India empowers the President to 

specify the race or tribes or part of groups within caste, race or tribes with respect to any State 

or Union Territory for the purpose of the Constitution deemed to be SC/ST in relation to that 

State or Union Territory, as the case may be. The Court also noted that the Supreme Court's 

Constitution Bench decisions have rejected the claim that members of the Scheduled 

Castes/Scheduled Tribes should be entitled to benefits for the purposes of the Constitution 

throughout India's territory, observing that if such a claim is accepted, the phrase "in relation 

to State" loses its meaning.  

The Court stated that they have not provided any evidence to support how long they have lived 

in the districts that are now part of the successor State of Jharkhand, and that the advertisement 

from 2004 required them to submit a caste certificate issued by a competent authority of the 

State of Jharkhand, which none of them produced. In light of the Constitution Bench's decision, 

the Court declared them to be migrants to the state of Jharkhand, disqualifying them from 

claiming the benefit of reservation. 
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AN UNHOLY ALLIANCE:" PUNJAB & HARYANA HIGH COURT REFUSES 

PROTECTION TO MARRIED WOMAN IN LIVE-IN RELATIONSHIP 

 

 

 

Because the lady was already married to another person, the Punjab & Haryana High Court 

declined to issue instructions to the State to provide police protection to a couple in a live-in 

relationship. The petitioner no.1 was married against her will to one of the respondents, and 

the two had a kid out of wedlock. She fell in love with petitioner No. 2 because she was 

dissatisfied in her marriage. She stated that her spouse used to torture her emotionally and 

physically while she was a resident of their marital house. As a result, she departed and 

established a live-in relationship with the second petitioner. The Court was informed that the 

husband and his family members had begun pressuring the couple with ending their 

relationship, and that the petitioners feared danger from the respondents. On August 13, they 

submitted a complaint to the Superintendent of Police in Jind, but no action was done, forcing 

them to go to the High Court. Nevertheless, Justice Sant Parkash ruled that the petition should 

be denied, citing the fact that the first petitioner had not obtained a valid divorce from her 

husband, making the relationship between the two petitioners "unholy." Furthermore, the Court 

noted that the petitioners did not submit any evidence to substantiate their baseless claims 

against the respondents. And hence the petition was dismissed.  
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THE GUJARAT HIGH COURT WILL CONSIDER WHETHER THE GUJARAT 

PROHIBITION ACT INFRINGES ON THE RIGHT TO PERSONAL FOOD 

PREFERENCE, WHICH IS INTERTWINED WITH THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY 

 

 

 

The petitions were heard on the merits by a bench of Chief Justice Vikram Nath and Justice 

Biren Vaishnav, who held that the law is open to examination under the dictum laid down in 

Justice KS Puttuswamy vs. Union of India, which was the first case to recognise the right to 

privacy as a fundamental right. The legislation has not been challenged in the context of 

personal dietary choices as part of the right to privacy, according to the Court.  

For the first time, the Supreme Court in the case of Justice KS Puttuswamy (Privacy-9J) VS 

Union Of India (2017)10 SCC 1 recognised the “Right to Privacy” of the citizen as a 

fundamental right and the petitioners have assailed some of the provisions of the 1949 Act on 

the ground that they violate the Right to Privacy. The same has never been tested before in 

context of personal food preferences weaved within the right to privacy,” the Court said. 

The State government, through Advocate General Kamal Trivedi, relied on the Supreme 

Court's 1951 decision in State of Bombay vs. FN Balsara, in which the highest court affirmed 
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the law's constitutionality. As a result, Trivedi argued that any new ground of challenge may 

only be brought before the Supreme Court and not before any other court. 

The Court, on the other hand, ruled that the foregoing reasoning must fail because the current 

case involved provisions dealing with the purchase, possession, and consumption of alcoholic 

beverages, which were not challenged before the Bombay High Court or the Supreme Court in 

FN Balsara. 

In fact, the Court pointed out that some of the provisions under challenge were added by 

subsequent amendments and have thus, never been scrutinised. 

“The newly added provisions in our opinion are not mere cosmetic in nature but they confer 

valuable rights,” the Division Bench further observed. 

The Court also referred to the Supreme Court's decision in Navtej Singh Johar vs. Union of 

India, in which the top court invalidated Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, which made it 

illegal to engage in consensual gay activities. 

Taking it as precedent, the Court stated that the judgement on the maintainability of these 

petitions will be made in light of the living nature of the constitution that is our Constitution, 

which adapts to changing conditions. 

The court has reserved the order for further dates. 
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IN GUJARAT, THE SUPREME COURT HAS ORDERED A HALT TO THE 

DESTRUCTION OF 5,000 JHUGGIS 

 

 

 

The Gujarat government was ordered by the Supreme Court on Tuesday to keep the status quo 

on the destruction of 5,000 jhuggis in the state. The appeal against a Gujarat High Court 

judgement in this respect has also been scheduled for hearing tomorrow by a Bench comprising 

Chief Justice of India NV Ramana and Justice Surya Kant. 

The order was approved after Senior Advocate Colin Gonsalves made an urgent statement, 

stating that the High Court just overturned a stay order that has been in place since 2016, and 

that “The High Court had granted a stay in 2016. It was vacated," he submitted seeking a status 

quo the destruction of the jhuggis will begin today. 

The Court initially said that it will list the case day after tomorrow and was reluctant to grant 

any interim relief. 

"Demolition will start today. By tonight, everything will be smashed," Gonsalves submitted 

pressing for a status quo until the matter is heard. 

The Supreme court has given a stay order. 
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THE SUPREME COURT ESTABLISHES GUIDELINES FOR HIGH COURTS TO 

FOLLOW WHILE MAKING BAIL DECISIONS 

 

 

 

A Bench of Justices DY Chandrachud and MR Shah prescribed the following to be taken 

into account by courts: 

1. Whether there are prima facie or reasonable grounds to believe that the accused has 

committed the offence; 

2. Nature and gravity of the accusation; 

3. Severity of the punishment in the event of conviction; 

4. Danger of the accused absconding, if released on bail; 

5. Character, behaviour and standing of accused including his/ her antecedents; 

6. Likelihood of the offence being repeated; 

7. Reasonable apprehension of the witnesses being influenced; 

8. Danger of justice being affected for grant of bail. 
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ACTING CHIEF JUSTICE OF TELANGANA HIGH COURT 

After the Chief Justice Hima Kohli got promoted to the Supreme Court, she dropped her 

appointment in the Telangan High Court and Justice MS Ramachandra Rao was appointed 

Acting Chief Justice of the Telangana High Court. On 27 th August 2021, the Ministry of Law 

and Justice issued a notice regarding the appointment of Judge Rao. Judge Rao completed a 

Bachelor of Laws at Osmania University School of Law in 1989 and a Master of Laws at 

Cambridge University in 1991. Prior to his appointment, he practiced at the Andhra Pradesh 

High Court and was appointed Andhra Pradesh High Court Judge. In 2012, after the 

establishment of Telangana, he became a judge of the Telangana High Court. 
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GUJARAT HIGH COURT HELD THE GUJARAT COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES 

(AMENDMENT) ACT, 2019, UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 

 

In case of Pravinsinh Indrasinh Mahida V. State of Gujarat, Gujarat High Court on 27 th August 

2021, ruled that the Gujarat Cooperatives Act (Amendment) 2019 effectively deprived the state 

of its responsibility in holding cooperative sugar factory elections. It was unconstitutional, 

discriminatory, absurd & an obvious arbitrariness, rather than in public interest.  
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UP COURT SENDS FORMER IPS AMITABH THAKUR TO JUDICIAL 

DETENTION ON SUSPICION OF INSTIGATING SUICIDE 

 

 

 On 27th August 2021, Lucknow police arrested Thakur on charges of abeting to attempt to 

commit suicide by a rape victims and her friend who set themselves on fire outside the Supreme 

Court on August 16. The Lucknow Court sent the former Indian Police Service (IPS) Amitabh 

Thakur to the Uttar Pradesh police for arrest on suspicion of assisting a woman who set herself 

on fire outside the Supreme Court to commit suicide. Thakur has been sent to judicial custody 

till 9th September.  
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NITI AAYOG RELEASED NER DISTRICT SDG INDEX REPORT 

 

 

 

With the technical support of the United Nations Development Program, NITI Aayog and the 

Northeast Regional Development Department released the Northeast Region 2021-22 report 

and the Sustainable Development Goals Index dashboard. The index is based on the NITI 

Aayog SDG India index. According to the report, the Sikkim district of East Sikkim ranked top 

in the 202122 SDG index of the Northeast Region (NER) district, while the Kiphire district of 

Nagaland ranked last among the 103 districts ranked. Gomati, Tripura North ranked second, 

and Tripura West ranked third. The index measures the areas in the eight states of Arunachal 

Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura. Performance 

in terms of sustainable development goals, and rank these regions according to these goals. The 

NER region SDG index is the first in the country, mainly for the Northeast region. 
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DELHI HIGH COURT DISMISSES PLEA TO QUASH GOVT. NOTIFICATION ON 

CONVERSION OF HOTELS TO COVID-19 FACILITIES FOR OFFICIALS 

 

 

 

The Delhi High Court on Thursday dismissed a petition that highlighted the underutilization of 

the State's resources during the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic due to exclusive 

reservation of COVID-19 treatment facilities for government officials and their families [Dr 

Kaushal Kant Mishra v. Union of India]. 

A Division Bench of Justices Vipin Sanghi and Jasmeet Singh dismissed the petition that 

prayed for quashing of a notification issued by the Delhi government for reservation of hotel 

rooms for treatment of government officers and their families. 

The Court said that it did not see any merit in the case laid out by the petitioner, as it failed to 

take the ground reality of the situation into account. 

In this regard the Court also expressed, 

"We judges are not living in ivory towers. We were seeing what was happening in the city 

during the second wave on a daily basis. Thousands of people were looking at the State for 
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some relief. There was such a shortage of facilities including oxygen, medicines, hospital beds, 

oxygenated beds, ICUs, doctors and paramedical staff that there was no question of any 

facilities remaining unutilized." 

The Court also added that during the height of the second wave, when a majority of the citizens 

were safe in the confines of their homes, it was the government officials who were managing 

the situation on the streets. 

"The wheels of administration of justice in the Capital would have come to a grinding halt 

without an assurance of treatment to officials. Otherwise, how do you expect them to be able 

to discharge their duties without fear?" the Court questioned. 

Appearing for the petitioner, Advocate Rohan Thawani contended that the creation of exclusive 

COVID-19 facilities for officials and their families was against the Constitution of India and a 

violation of Right to Life and Right to Health under Article 21. He added that the few available 

resources were being siphoned off towards the benefit of the officials. 

"It creates an invidious classification in favor of an arbitrary class persons who hold public 

office. There is no nexus between this classification and object of COVID-eradication," the 

petition said while highlighting the undertones of classism and elitism that plagued the 

notification. 

The main grievance of the petitioner was a notification of the Delhi government dated April 

27, 2021 which ordered those four hotels which are linked to the Rajiv Gandhi Super Specialty 

Hospital (RGSSH) and Deen Dayal Upadhyay Hospital (DDU) shall be exclusively reserved 

for “Officers/Officials of Govt. of NCT of Delhi, Autonomous Bodies, Corporations & Local 

Bodies” and their families. Rooms in the Hotel Ginger, Leela Ambience, Park Plaza and the 

Golden Tulip were to be set aside for this purpose. In addition to this, the plea also sought the 

quashing of three orders passed by the Delhi government which had segregated one laboratory 

and two hospitals for the officials and their families. 

"At a time when Delhi’s aam aadmi is forced to run from pillar to post in search of an Oxygen 

Bed, the issuance of the impugned order is a disgrace to India’s constitutional ethos," the plea 

stated. 
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SENIOR ADVOCATE SK DHOLAKIA PASSES AWAY 

He practiced before the Supreme Court of India and Delhi High Court was designated Senior 

Advocate by the High Court in 1984. 

He had experience of more than 50 years and specialized in arbitration, commercial and tax 

laws was also a part of the expert committee constituted by the Law Commission of India 

towards preparation of the 246th Law Commission Report, which lead to the 2015 Amendment 

to the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. 

SK Dholakia is the father of Ashish Dholakia who is also a Senior Advocate practicing in 

Delhi.  
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CONSTITUTION AND LEGAL SYSTEM COMMITTED TO RULE OF LAW BINDS 

INDIANS TOGETHER: JUSTICE BV NAGARATHNA AT KERALA HIGH COURT 

FAREWELL. 

 

At the farewell ceremony held for her and Chief Justice Abhay S Oka today, Justice BV 

Nagarathna underscored that the Constitution is what binds all Indians together, despite their 

different dreams, and this is where lawyers and judges assume importance. 

"Our country India, that is Bharat, is not just a piece in history. It is a nation of over a billion 

people with over a billion dreams. I have often wondered about what binds us together despite 

the innumerable diversities. It is my firm conviction that one of the binding factors is our Indian 

Constitution, a legal system committed to rule of law and an organized hierarchy of courts, 

with a Supreme Court at the apex. In this background, the role of lawyers and Judges assumes 

importance," she said at the farewell organized by the Karnataka High Court and the Karnataka 

State Bar Council. 
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DELHI HIGH COURT ISSUES NOTICE TO CENTRAL GOVERNMENT ON PLEA 

FOR ISSUANCE OF FINAL VACCINATION CERTIFICATE 

 

The Delhi High Court, last week issued notice to the Central government on a plea filed by a 

practicing advocate seeking directions for issuance of final vaccination certificate to 

him (Visheshwar Shrivastav v. The Secretary & Ors.) 

The petitioner submitted that his wife and he were vaccinated with Covishield vaccine at Max 

Hospital, Delhi. 

While his wife received a certificate stating that she was fully vaccinated, he was issued a 

certificate stating that he is partially vaccinated with Covaxin at Bensus Hospital at Dwarka. 

The Cowin Portal shows his vaccination status as partially vaccinated; it was submitted. 

Single-judge Justice Rekha Palli issued notice and listed it for further hearing on September 

27, 2021. 

The notice on behalf of Centre was accepted by Senior Standing Counsel Advocate Ajay 

Digpaul. 
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DELHI HIGH COURT ISSUES NOTICE IN WHATSAPP, FACEBOOK 

CHALLENGE TO REQUIREMENT UNDER IT RULE 2021 TO TRACE FIRST 

ORIGINATOR 

 

The Delhi High Court today issued notice in petitions filed by WhatsApp Inc and its parent 

company Facebook challenging the Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and 

Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021 to the extent that it requires intermediaries to make 

provisions for identification of the first originator of the information  

(WhatsApp LLC v Union of India). 
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JUDGES’ SECURITY: BAR COUNCIL OF INDIA PLEADS WITH SUPREME 

COURT FOR SPECIALISED SECURITY FORCE TO PROTECT JUDGES, COURT 

PREMISES: 

 

 

 

The Bar Council of India (BCI) has pleaded with the Supreme Court that a specialised 

security force be formed under the control of the judiciary to provide protection to judges and 

Court premises instead of relying on state police. 

In an affidavit filed in the Apex Court, the BCI has opposed Centre’s stand that a special unit 

within the police force be given the task and said that the judiciary should form a separate force 

under its control and should not be dependent on governments and police force for this purpose. 

The BCI filed its affidavit responding to the PIL filed by Karunakar Mahalik through advocate 

Durga Dutt in 2019 seeking a specialised force for security to all courts, judges, lawyers, 

litigants and witnesses. 
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While referring to the killing of a judge in Jharkhand and crimes committed frequently within 

court premises across the country and clashes between lawyers and police the BCI said that 

Article 146 of the Constitution gives ample scope to the Supreme Court to appoint and regulate 

the specialised security force under control and supervision of the judiciary and not the 

executive. 

It is also pointed out by the BCI that the security of Parliament is being handled by Parliament 

Security Service and on the same line security of the court premises and judges be handled by 

respective courts. 

It is highlighted in the affidavit that there is already a specialised security system in the Indian 

Parliament and the Parliament Security Service of Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha Secretariat look 

after the security set up in Parliament House Complex. In the same line there can be Judicial 

Security Service set up in the Supreme Court, high courts and subordinate courts, claimed the 

BCI. 

After the Jharkhand judge was killed, the apex court took suo motu cognisance and also 

expedited the proceedings on the PIL and sought response from all states. 
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SUPREME COURT DIRECTS DELHI HIGH COURT TO DEAL WITH PLEA 

AGAINST RAKESH ASTHANA’S APPOINTMENT AS DELHI POLICE CHIEF 

WITHIN 2 WEEKS: 

 

 

 

The Supreme Court has directed the Delhi High Court to dispose within two weeks the plea 

challenging the appointment of Gujarat cadre IPS officer Rakesh Asthana as Delhi Police 

Commissioner just four days before his scheduled retirement. 

The bench led by Chief Justice N.V. Ramana, and comprising Justice Dr D.Y. Chandrachud 

and Justice Surya Kant was hearing by NGO Centre for Public Interest Litigation (CPIL) on 

Wednesday. “We request the Delhi High Court to consider the matter as early as possible in 2 

weeks for us to have the benefit of the High Court’s judgment. Petitioner is at liberty to file 

intervention application,” the bench said in its order. 

Chief Justice Ramana also expressed his reservations in hearing the matter as he had objected 

to Asthana’s appointment as the head of the CBI while participating in the High Powered 

Committee. 
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Solicitor General Tushar Mehta requested the bench to grant a period of 4 weeks for the Delhi 

High Court to dispose of the matter but the bench did not allow his prayer saying that time is 

of essence in this matter. 

Senior Advocate Prashant Bhushan, appearing for CPIL, submitted that the petition filed before 

the Delhi High Court is the “copy-paste” of his petition. He submitted that these are the ways 

of delaying the issue and named this trend of filing petitions “ambush petitions”. 

The CPIL petition in the Supreme Court, filed through Prashant Bhushan, contends that the 

order appointing Asthana is in clear violation of the Supreme Court’s decision in Prakash 

Singh’s case as Asthana did not have a minimum residual tenure of six months. In addition, no 

Union Public Service Commission panel was formed for the appointment of the Delhi Police 

Commissioner; and the criteria of having a minimum tenure of two years has also been ignored. 

It says the post of Commissioner of Police in Delhi is akin to the post of DGP of a State and as 

the head of NCT’s police force, the directions concerning the appointment to the post of DGP 

passed by the top court in the Prakash Singh case had to be followed by the Central Government 

while making the impugned appointment. However, this has been given a complete go-by the 

Central Government as is clear from the following: 

1. Asthana has not been empanelled by the Union Public Service Commission, as directed in 

Prakash Singh. This is so because he did not belong in the AGMUT cadre. He was deputed to 

AGMUT from the Gujarat cadre vide the same order as his appointment to the post of Police 

Commissioner, Delhi. 

2. He did not have a residual tenure of six months of service at the time of his appointment as 

Commissioner of Police since he was to retire within four days. 

3. He has been appointed for a period of one year till his date of superannuation even though 

Prakash Singh provides for a minimum two years tenure irrespective of the date of 

superannuation. 

In Prakash Singh’s case, the top court had held that recommendation for appointment to the 

post of Director General of Police by the UPSC and preparation of panel should be purely on 
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the basis of merit from officers who have a minimum residual tenure of six months i.e. officers 

who have at least six months of service prior to retirement. 
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SUPREME COURT ADJOURNS PLEA OF SLUM DWELLERS AGAINST 

DEMOLITION, STAY ORDER TO CONTINUE: 

 

 

 

The Supreme Court today adjourned its hearing till September 3, in a plea against demolition 

of homes of over 10,000 slum dwellers living near the railway lines in the city of Surat, Gujarat 

alleging demolition without providing rehabilitation scheme is illegal, inhuman and violates 

Article 21 of the Constitution of India. (Utran Se Besthan Railway Jhopadpatti Vikas Mandal 

v. Government of India and Ors.) 

The Solicitor General Tushar Mehra requested the bench to list the matter on September 3, 

2021. The Bench comprising of Justice A.M. Khanwilkar and Justice Sanjiv Khanna in the 

meanwhile directed that the ad interim order to continue. 

Yesterday i.e., on 24th August the Supreme Court bench comprising of the Chief Justice NV 

Ramana and Justice Surya Kant had directed the Gujarat government to maintain status quo 

over the eviction of 10,000 slum dwellers. It directed the matter to be listed before an 
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appropriate bench. Mr. Colin Gonsalves, Sr. Adv. had submitted that the demolition work was 

to start immediately.  

 

Background: 

The High Court of Gujarat in a PIL matter titled as Rizwan Ahmed Usmani v. Government of 

India and Ors.  had on 19th August 2021 vacated the interim order of 23rd July 2014 that 

granted status quo to be maintained on the construction of Surat-Udhna upto Jalgaon Third 

Railway Line Project on the site of the slum dwellings.  

The SLP filed by Mr. Satya Mitra, AOR challenges this order of 19th August 2021. It is 

contended that the impugned order violates right to housing which is an essential ingredient of 

Article 21. The petition has been filed on behalf of about 10,000 slum dwellers.  

 

It is pleaded before the Supreme Court that the impugned order affects the public at large 

relating to right to housing policy in Gujarat for slum dwellers who were residing on the railway 

land and are affected by the implementation of the project of laying down and constructing the 

Surat-Udhna upto Jalgaon Third Railway Line Project.  

The petition states that on 21st August 2021 the Western Railway Authority had issued notice 

that in 24 hours the demolition drive would start. The petitioners were thereafter informed that 

the jhuggi dwellers residing at the railway line were being forcefully asked to vacate their 

houses on the night of 23rd August by the police stating that demolition would start on 24th 

August. 
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SUPREME COURT DISMISSES NLSIU APPEAL AGAINST HC ORDER ON 

DENIAL OF ADMISSION TO STUDENT OVER PLAGIARISM CHARGES: 

 

 

 

The Supreme Court today dismissed an appeal by the National Law School of India 

University against the Karnataka High Court order which granted relief to a law student who 

was denied admission to his fourth year (2020-2021) BA LLB (Honors) course due to alleged 

plagiarism in a project work.  

A bench of Justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul and Justice Hrishikesh Roy opined, “We would say that 

normally the Court would loathe to interfere in disciplinary matters of educational institutions 

and, if at all, the universities should be able to set its own house in order in its own way.” 

The bench was replying to the contentions of Senior Counsel P.S. Patwalia appearing on behalf 

of the student that judicial intervention in educational matter creates its own complications in 

maintaining discipline.  

“But at times when things are pressed beyond the stage, judicial intervention becomes 

necessary and that is what appears to have happened in this case. We would make it clear that 
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there is no encouragement by us for students to assume that they can get judicial redressal if 

they act contrary to the regulations,” observed by the Apex Court.  

The Top Court has dismissed the appeal filed by the University and also directed that the law 

student could join the 5th year (2021-2022). “Needless to say the respondent No. 1 will be 

permitted to join the 5th year, if not already permitted,” it said.  

The appeal was filed by the National Law School of India University before the Apex Court 

challenging the order passed by the division bench of Karnataka High Court, which in turn had 

refused to interfere with the orders passed by the Single Judge bench of the High Court. The 

single-judge bench of the high court had granted relief to the student, named Hruday P.B., who 

was refused to get admitted in his fourth year BA LLB course as he had allegedly committed 

plagiarism in the project work. 

During the hearing today, the Supreme Court Justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul said, “I have found 

nothing wrong with the order of the high court.” 

Further it noted that, “It appears that the petitioner (University) felt a sting of the ultimate 

observations of the Court and that may have persuaded the petitioner to approach the Division 

Bench of the High Court. The impugned order of the Division Bench is based on a concession 

by the Registrar of the University.”  

The Registrar of University before the division bench of the High Court had contended that 

student has secured ‘A’ grade in the project finance, the earlier project and its result will have 

no adverse impact as only one additional project, a student is required to clear. 

The Apex Court Bench also criticised the university by stating that the respondent no. 1 is a 

student that you are dealing with and not the litigant herein. 

Student’s counsel Patwalia said, “The University neither followed its own regulations nor 

provided adequate and fair opportunity of hearing to Hruday, student of B.A.LL.B.(Hons).”  

Ahmadi, Senior Advocate, appearing for the National Law School of India University 

contended the student had admitted his guilt vide such email sent to the University. Patwalia 

said UGC regulations gives no discretion to the student. He also apprised the court about the 
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irregularity of Registrar of University by levelling allegations against Division Bench of High 

Court. 
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SUPREME COURT PUTS OUT SOP BEFORE RESUMPTION OF PHYSICAL 

HEARING FROM SEPTEMBER 1 

 

 

 

The Supreme Court has ordered a SOP (Standard Operation Procedure) for physical hearing of 

the proceedings from September 1. Secretary General also issued a SOP for the same on 

Saturday. Timings for the physical hearing will be on non miscellaneous days i.e. Tuesdays, 

Wednesdays and Thursdays. If all counsel are appearing for one party then they can either 

appear through online/video conferencing or physical mode. Advocate(s)-on-Record are 

required to register themselves on the Supreme Court portal, and submit their preferences for 

appearing before the Court either through physical mode or through video/teleconferencing 

mode within 24 hours/ 1:00 PM next day after the publication of the weekly list of final hearing/ 

regular matters, the SOP said. Once hearing through physical mode is opted by the AOR/ 

petitioner-in-person, hearing through video/tele-conferencing mode to the party concerned will 

not be facilitated. 
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INCREASING VACANCIES AT CENTRAL ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL SLOW 

DOWN THE SWINGING HAMMER OF JUSTICE, 

 

 

 

Due to the pandemic the courts have not been functioning properly and the increasing number 

of pending cases are resulting in delayed justice which eventually deprives the citizen of their 

rights to justice and speedy remedy and public will tend to lose its faith in the Judiciary. 

Judicial vacancies have been increasing all over the country and this is the perfect time as the 

pandemic has slowed down the Judicial Mechanism. The fact that there are very less quasi 

judicial bodies is very concerning as they are created to hear specific type of matters. The issue 

of forthcoming opportunities is a healthy one, all through the subjects of legal executive and 

"Focal Administrative Tribunal" is additionally on a similar way being delivered totally broken, 

inferable from the shortfall of Quorum. As on August 18, 2021, the chief seat at Delhi, 

alongside 17 different seats all through the nation, have a complete part (both legal and 

authoritative) limit of 65, out of which 32 opportunities are as yet unfilled. 

There are 66 members in various Benches of the Tribunal, out of which 33 are Judicial 

Members, including the Chairman and 33 are Administrative Members. Subject to other 

provisions of the Act, a Bench consists of one Judicial Member and one Administrative 

Member. But at present it’s working at lesser strength than the sanctioned, which is hampering 

the delivery justice system. 
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PLEA IN SC SEEKING EXEMPTION FOR LAWYERS FROM WEARING BLACK 

COATS, GOWNS DURING SUMMER, 

 

 

 

A plea has been filed in the Supreme Court seeking exemption for lawyers from wearing black 

coats and gowns in the apex court as well as the high courts across the country during summer. 

The plea has sought a direction to state bar councils to amend their rules and decide the time 

period when lawyers would be exempted from wearing black coats and gowns depending upon 

the fact as to when the summer peaks in the particular state. 

The plea has been filed by lawyer Shailendra Mani Tripathi. 

Wearing coats during torrid summer makes it difficult for lawyers to move from one court to 

another, it said. 
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Lawyers' dress code is governed by the Bar Council of India Rules under the Advocates Act, 

1961, and they make it mandatory for an advocate to wear a black coat with a white shirt and 

a white neckband. 

Under the rules, wearing an advocate's gown is optional except when the lawyer is appearing 

in the Supreme Court or in a high court. 
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